
ABSTRACT 

BODLAPATI, SARASA SAI CHARAN. Diamond Turning of Plastic Optics. (Under the 

direction of Dr. Thomas Dow). 

 

Optical devices are extremely important since they play a critical role in optical recording and 

display. Single point diamond turning is one of the most common methods to create plastic optics. 

Diamond turning of plastics is influenced by a wide variety of factors such as the glass transition 

temperature of the polymer, other material properties and operator controlled cutting conditions. 

Since diamond is one of the hardest materials in nature and polymers are relatively soft, little tool 

wear is expected. But the optics industry claims that tool wear is a major problem. Many in the 

optical industry uses Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and Polycarbonate (PC) for creating 

optics. The objective of this research is to optimize machining parameters (such as feed, depth of 

cut, cutting speed and rake angle) to produce optical surface quality (RMS Surface finish < 10 nm) 

while minimizing tool wear for the two materials. A wide range of experiments were performed 

on the two materials by varying machining parameters and measuring worn tools using the 

Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) technique in the Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). For the experimental conditions used, PMMA was found to have better surface finish than 

PC when machined with a diamond tool. Polycarbonate was found to wear the tool more than 

PMMA under similar cutting conditions. It was also found that Polycarbonate is more sensitive to 

chip management and chip geometry than PMMA. Built up edge on the tool and chip management 

were identified as the important reasons for poor surface finish on PC. Tribo-electric charging was 

found to be a major mode of tool wear when machining PC. Holes in the diamond tool were 

observed on the diamond tool when large depths of cut were used. Using Tap Magic Aqueous as 

cutting fluid during machining PC was found to minimize tool wear and improve surface finish.  

Detailed effects of all machining parameters for the two materials were reported.  
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CHAPTER 1 

                                                         BACKGROUND 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Diamond turning (DT) of plastics is an efficient method to create versatile optical surfaces. 

Their performance is influenced by a wide variety of factors such as glass transition temperature 

of the polymer, material properties and operator controlled cutting conditions. Diamond turning is 

a precision lathe operation where workpiece material is removed by a single crystal diamond tool. 

The DT process is typically performed on a machine with precise hydrostatic bearings and axis 

displacement control using interferometric measurements or linear encoders. DT allows for the 

creation of optical surfaces. Current non-diamond turned production of lenses is done using two 

main methods. The first involves compression molding of the polymer followed by multi-step 

grinding to achieve the desired surface finish. Finally, the workpiece is beveled to prevent surface 

damage from the sharp edges of the workpiece [1]. The second method involves high pressure 

injection into a mold of the desired geometry. After the mold is filled, the liquid polymer is allowed 

to cool and solidify. The workpiece is then polished to the desired surface finish [2]. While these 

two methods are effective for mass production, the DT process enables flexibility in the production 

process. This allows cost effective production of small batches of asymmetric and off axis optics 

with excellent form and finish. Single point diamond turning (SPDT) is one of the common 

methods to create plastic optics. 

1.2. DIAMOND TURNING 

Diamond turning is widely employed to create nanometer level surface finishes on different 

materials ranging from polymers to aluminum to tungsten carbide. Single crystal diamond tools 

were used to machine the polymers in this research. The two geometries of diamond tools used in 
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this research are shown in Figure 1-1. Figure 1-1 (a) shows a round nose diamond tool and Figure 

1-1 (b) shows a square diamond tool.  

 

Figure 1-1 (a) Round nose diamond tool (b) Square diamond tool [3]. 

Figure 1-2 shows a typical diamond turning process where the rotating workpiece is machined 

using a round nose diamond tool. The number of revolutions per unit time of the workpiece is 

defined as spindle speed (rpm). The depth of material removed for each pass is defined as depth 

of cut (DOC). The distance moved by the tool in positive Y - direction in Figure 1-2 is termed as 

feed per revolution (m/rev). The speed at which the tool moves relative to the workpiece is called 

cutting speed (vc). 
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Figure 1-2. Terminology in machining [9]. 

Figure 1-3 (a) shows the side view of the cutting process, which is the X-Z plane in Figure 1-2. 

Rake angle (α) in Figure 1-3 (b) is defined as the angle that rake face of the tool makes with the 

normal direction of the workpiece.  in Figure 1-3 (a) is clearance angle of the tool. Clearance 

angle is the angle of orientation of tool’s principal flank surface from the cutting velocity vector. 

Figure 1-3 (b) shows the convention of rake angle of the tool (). Included angle of a round nose 

diamond tool is defined as Ɵ in the Figure 1-2. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1-3. (a)Side view of the cutting process [9] (b) Convention of rake angle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vc 
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1.2.1. Cutting Models 

Typical metal cutting operation is shown in Figure 1-4. The cutting tool is wedge shaped 

and has a straight or a round cutting edge, this cutting tool is moved relative to workpiece so that 

a layer of material is removed from the workpiece [10]. The turning process is generally sub-

divided into orthogonal and oblique cutting. In orthogonal cutting process, the cutting-edge 

direction is perpendicular to the motion of the tool and orthogonal to the generated surface. Oblique 

cutting has a cutting edge at an angle to the relative motion. Figure 1-5 provides sketch of each 

type of cutting. Experiments in this thesis utilized orthogonal cutting because it simplifies the 

process by reducing the complexity of chip geometry as well as stress and strain vectors [11]. 

Orthogonal cutting is also used widely in experimental work as it represents a 2-D problem rather 

than a 3-D problem [10]. 

 

Figure 1-4. Typical metal cutting operation [10]. 
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Figure 1-5. (a) Orthogonal cutting operation (b) Oblique cutting operation [12]. 

Cutting models were developed by Merchant [13] and Lee and Shaffer [14]. Merchant [13] 

developed a shear angle solution in the cutting process. Shear angle is defined as Φ in Figure 1-6. 

The chip thickness is directly related to the rake angle of the tool and the shear angle. Merchant 

[13] assumed that the primary deformation zone can be represented by a plane called the shear 

plane. The shear angle is the angle between the direction of movement of the workpiece and the 

shear plane as shown in Figure 1-6. Merchant [13] assumed that the chip was rigid and in 

equilibrium. Shear angle is related to the chip thickness ratio (AC/ao), chip velocity would be low 

for a small shear angle whereas the chip velocity would be high for a larger shear angle. The 

amount of plastic deformation also varies with the change in shear angle [10].  Figure 1-6 shows 

the force diagram developed to calculate the shear angle geometrically. This theory corelates well 

with the experimental results of synthetic plastics but does not predict the cutting process of steels 

[10]. 
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Figure 1-6. Force diagram for orthogonal cutting process [10]. 

Lee and Shaffer [14] developed a cutting model which is based on plastic deformation in 

the cutting zone. Due to high strain rates that occur during the cutting process, this theory was 

believed to capture the approximate behavior of the cutting process. The slip line field was 

proposed at the cutting zone, shown in Figure 1-7. It was assumed that all the deformation takes 

place in the triangle ABC shown in Figure 1-7 and the solution for shear angle (Φ) (shown in 

Figure 1-7) was found [10]. 
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Figure 1-7. Lee and Shaffer [14] slip line field for orthogonal cutting [10] 

Figure 1-8 shows how two cutting models predict the experimental values of shear angle 

when cutting different materials. Figure 1-8 shows that no cutting model predicts the actual cutting 

phenomenon. One should note that the cutting process is dependent on several controllable and 

uncontrollable factors and is a complex phenomenon to predict. 
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Figure 1-8. Comparison of two cutting models with experimental values of shear angle [10]. 

1.2.2. Theoretical chip geometry 

Overlapping feeds with a round nose tools generate half-crescent shaped theoretical chip 

geometry as shown in Figure 1-9.  Figure 1-9 (a) shows three passes of the tool beginning at the 

right-hand side where the tool passes through the material and removes a half-crescent shaped 

cross-section. The tool makes a spiral path around the workpiece and then removes cut 2. Note 

that the thickness of the chip from cut 2 is large at the top left of the cut but goes to “zero” and the 

right-hand side of cut 2 and all subsequent cuts. This surface is now the finished surface and will 

not be touched by the tool again. Figure 1-9 (b) defines the dimensions of the chip. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 1-9. (a) Chip removal process (b) Theoretical chip geometry 

The chip generated during cutting process is dependent on the cutting conditions and the tool edge 

used for cutting. Overlapping feed rates with a round nose tool generates half-crescent shaped chip 

as shown in Figure 1-9. Square tools generate rectangular chip as the edge is constant across the 

rake face.  
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1.3. POLYMERS 

Polymers are long chain hydrocarbons with repeatable sub-units known as monomers. 

Polymers are relatively soft when compared to metals. The monomer units including the 

arrangement of polymer chains dictates polymer’s properties. Figure 1-10 shows Poly-ethylene 

which is composed of ethylene monomer units. Each ethylene monomer unit is polymerized and 

generates a long chain Poly-ethylene [14]. Polymerization is the process where a chemical reaction 

of a single unit results in 2D or 3D polymer chains. The degree of polymerization is the number 

of repeat units in a polymer chain. Polymers are long chain networks of hydrocarbons; therefore, 

polymers have a molecular weight distribution rather than “molecular weight” [15]. 

 

Figure 1-10. Structure of Poly-ethylene with degree of polymerization ‘n’ [14]. 

1.3.1. Classification of Polymers 

Polymers are basically classified into three sets, namely thermoplastics, elastomers and 

thermosets.  Thermoplastics become liquid when heat is applied and can be molded into different 

shapes. Elastomers are crosslinked polymers that can be stretched to high extensions and return to 

original dimension when the load is removed. Thermosets are rigid polymers in which movement 

of polymer chains is restrained. Thermoplastics are further divided into crystalline and amorphous 

thermoplastics. Thermoplastics do not crystallize easily upon cooling as it requires large amount 

of energy to arrange the highly entangled macromolecules present in the liquid state. Amorphous 
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polymers abruptly change from hard glassy state to soft rubbery state and this transformation is 

characterized using glass transition temperature (Tg). The polymers that do not completely 

crystallize upon cooling are called semi-crystalline, which has both amorphous and crystalline 

regions. Flowchart shown in Figure 1-11 shows classification of polymers discussed so far. [15] 

 

Figure 1-11. Classification of Polymers [15]. 

1.3.2. Properties of Polymers 

Polymers are used in a wide range of applications and this is possible because of their 

important mechanical and optical properties of polymers. Mechanical properties and optical 

properties are important for machining polymers. Polymers are generally difficult to classify as 

particular type of materials as all the mechanical properties are dependent on strain rate, 

temperature and type of loading. The same polymer can exhibit glassy, brittle and rubbery states 

[16]. Figure 1-12 shows load elongation curve for a polymer at different temperatures [16]. At 

very low temperatures (curve A shown in Figure 1-12), or high frequencies of measurement, a 

polymer may behave as a glass-like material with very low Young’s modulus and fracture at lower 

strains [16]. In intermediate temperature range, which is generally glass transition range of the 

polymer, the polymer is neither glassy nor rubbery and is generally considered visco-elastic. At 

higher temperatures (curve D shown in Figure 1-12), the polymer is generally rubbery [16]. 
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Figure 1-12. Mechanical behavior of Polymers at different temperatures (curve A is at 

low temperature) [16]. 

1.3.3. Advantages of Polymers as Optical materials 

Some polymers are widely used in the optical industry due to many factors. Polymers like 

PMMA, PC and Polystyrene have good optical properties. The important factors for an optical 

quality material will be discussed in this section. 

• Transmittance is defined as the ratio of the transmitted light to the incident light. Light 

transmission of acrylic is higher than many optical glasses. Transmittance of some plastic 

optics is better than optical glasses in the UV and near IR wavelengths. [17] 

• Refractive index relates the angle of incidence to the angle of refraction. Most of the plastics 

are high refractive index materials. High refractive index of optics allows a thin lens profile. 

• Dispersion is the variation of refractive index with wavelength of light striking it. Different 

wavelengths of light have different velocities inside the material. Dispersion is generally 

classified using Abbe number. [17] 
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• Diffusion is characterized by scattering of light from the material. Diffusion is not a material 

property. Diffusion of light is highly dependent on the surface roughness of the material and 

wavelength of light. [9] 

 For a given volume, polymers are 2.3 to 4.9 times lighter than glass. Breakage and high impact 

strength make it a better material than glass and is widely used in specialized military applications 

[17]. Table 1-1 shows physical properties of most common optical plastics. Two polymers PMMA 

and PC, were used in this research. 

Table 1-1 Properties of common optical plastics [17]. 

Property PMMA PC Polystyrene 

Refractive Index  1.491 1.586 1.59 

Abbe Value 57.2 34 30.8 

Haze (%) -8.5  -14.3 -12 

Luminous Transmittance (%) 92 85-91 87-92 

Critical Angle 42.1 39.1 39 

Coefficient of Thermal 

Expansion (in./in/0F X 10-5) 

3.6 3.8 3.5 

Water Absorption (%) 0.3 0.15 0.2 

 

Specific Gravity 1.19 1.2 1.06 

Hardness M97 M70 M90 

Impact Strength (ft-lb/in) 0.3-0.5 12-17 0.35 

 

Dielectric Constant (at 60 Hz) 3.7 2.6 2.9 
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1.4. SURFACE FINISH 

Diamond turning is known to generate surface finishes as good as 1 nm [18]. Final surface 

roughness obtained after machining is believed to be the sum of the two independent components 

[10]. 

• “Theoretical or Ideal surface finish” which is calculated from geometry of tool and the feed 

rate [10]. 

• “Natural surface roughness”, which is a result of irregularities in cutting process, material 

properties, machining parameters, environmental conditions like temperature and machine 

limitations [10]. 

In the case of an overlapping feed rate with a sharp round nose radius tool, the theoretical surface 

generated is shown in Figure 1-13. The upfeed direction is considered perpendicular to the paper 

and cross feed direction is shown in the Figure 1-13.  

 

Figure 1-13. Surface finish generated after machining [3]. 
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Equation 1.1 [10] is the parabolic approximation which relates peak to valley surface finish (PV) 

to the tool radius and feed per revolution. Equation 1.2 [19] gives the relation between Root mean 

square roughness (RMS roughness) to radius of the tool and feed per revolution. Equations 1.1 and 

1.2 are expressions of theoretical surface finish when a round nose diamond tool is used to machine 

with an overlapping feed rate that is very small compared to the tool radius. 

            

 

Where f is feed per revolution and R is radius of the tool. 

Diamond turning does not generate theoretical surface finish shown above after machining. 

Figure 1-13 shows that the chip thickness trends to zero which is practically impossible as it not 

possible to generate atomically sharp peaked groove. Surface finish from diamond turning is 

affected by many factors which sum up to give a natural surface roughness as defined earlier. 

Researchers at the PEC [3-8] have identified the following factors have an effect on the surface 

finish. 

• Machine Vibrations 

• Chatter 

• Tool Wear 

• Tool geometry 

• Build up Edge 

• Chip Striking 

• Lubrication 

 

2

2

f
Theoretical PV roughness =                             (1.1)

8R

f
Theoretical RMS roughness =                     (1.2)

26.6R
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1.5. TOOL WEAR 

Tool wear is an important factor affecting surface finish during diamond turning. There are 

several tool wear mechanisms described in the literature [3-9], most surfaces are the result of more 

than one tool wear mechanism. Chris Evans [20] summarized tool wear on diamond after cutting 

stainless steels into four categories: 

• Adhesive wear is due to strain hardening of metal and formation of Build Up Edge (BUE). 

Increase in the BUE was believed to increase tensile forces on the diamond tool and eventually 

fractures.  

• Abrasive wear is due to abrasive particles present in the workpiece material. Abrasive particles 

in the stainless-steel workpiece create nicks on the diamond tool as the abrasive particles were 

believed to have 2 times more Vickers hardness than worn material.  

• Tribothermal wear is due to the temperature generated from the cutting process. The 

temperatures at the tool-workpiece interface can degrade diamond and help it revert to graphite 

and this graphitization can damages the tool. 

• Tribochemical wear is caused by reactions of certain workpiece materials with the diamond. 

Oxidation, graphitization are common examples of tribo-chemical tool wear. This mechanism 

of tool wear is predominant when machining steel as iron present in the steel has a high 

reactivity for the carbon in the diamond tool. 

A schematic cross section of a worn tool is shown in Figure 1-14, which shows typical wear land 

observed after machining metals [3].  
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Figure 1-14. Schematic depicting worn diamond tool [3]. 

Figure 1-14 shows the corner radius of the too. In Figure 1-14, the worn corner radius is 

more than the new tool radius which effects the surface finish generated. As chip strikes the rake 

face of the tool, crater wear is generated and is mostly observed when cutting steels [4]. 

1.5.1. Tool wear when machining Plastics 

Tool wear when machining plastics is different from the tool wear mechanisms of metals. 

Diamond is hard, and polymers are relatively soft, therefore no tool wear is expected but optical 

industry claims tool wear is one of the major problems [21]. Gubbels [9] extensively studied 

diamond turning of polymers and summarized tool wear in plastics into two categories 

• Tribo-electrical tool wear 

• Tribo-chemical tool wear 
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Tribo-electrical tool wear can occur in two ways, one is by electric discharge and the other 

is by impinging ions/electrons and detachment of the diamond lattice. Tool wear by discharging 

generally results in Lichtenberg Figures, which are a branched tree like structures on an insulator 

that are developed when a high voltage discharge takes place [22]. Figure 1-15 shows a SEM 

photograph of a “Lichtenberg figure” on a diamond tool [9]. 

 

Figure 1-15. SEM image of tribo-electric tool wear due to discharging [9] 

Based on a simple capacitor theory, Gubbels [9] predicted that if an ion or an electron is 

present in the static electric field, then there is a chance that the electrons impinge and detach 

carbon atoms in the diamond [9].  

Tribo-chemical wear which is defined in section 1.5 was found to be dominant when 

machining some plastics [9]. Tribo-chemical tool wear in plastics is caused by an oxidative etching 

mechanism. Hydrolytic stability has an important effect on the amount of oxidative tool wear on 

the diamond. PMMA and PC which are hydrolysable were found to etch diamond due to oxidation 

[9]. Various tribo-chemical reactions possible during cutting plastics were discussed by Gubbels 

[9].  
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1.6. LITERATURE ON POLYMER MACHINING 

Kobayashi [23] studied diamond machining of PMMA, PC, PP and HDPE. Effect of feed 

rate and cutting speed on surface finish was studied for all the materials. It was concluded that the 

best surface finish of 5 nm Ra was obtained in PMMA at 10 μm depth of cut, 730 mm/min cutting 

speed and 3 μm/rev feed per revolution [23]. Smith [24] at the PEC studied diamond turning of 

PMMA, PC and Polystyrene. Smith’s model [24] states that the temperature at the cutting zone is 

the important factor effecting surface finish. It was assumed that smooth finishes were achieved if 

the temperature at the cutting zone exceeded the glass transition temperature (Tg), which will allow 

the machining to take place in a ductile manner. It was also concluded that increase in spindle 

speed increases frictional heating and temperature at the tool-workpiece interface increases beyond 

glass transition temperature and generates better surface finish.  Carr and Feger [25] studied 

diamond turning of several plastics which include PMMA, VESPEL, ULTEM 100, Crazy putty 

and Rubber. Carr and Feger [24] suggested that material and viscoelastic properties play an 

important role in determining achievable surface finish. It was also concluded that polymers with 

high molecular weigh produce smooth surfaces as melt viscosity is dependent on the molecular 

weight distribution. Highly crosslinked polymers were identified to give bad surface finish relative 

to low cross-linked polymers.  

Gubbels [9] studied diamond turning of glassy polymers extensively and gave insight into 

tool wear when machining plastics. He used thermal models to predict temperature rise at the 

cutting zone. Forces while cutting were recorded and used as an input to the thermal models. For 

PMMA, PS, PC and PSU, the temperature rise at the tool-work interface were predicted using the 

thermal model. The temperatures in the investigated cutting conditions did not reach the glass 

transition temperature which contrasts with the assumption by Smith [24]. Thermal modeling 
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indicated that stress activated flow is of significance during diamond turning of polymers. In 

contrast to Smith and Carr [24,25], Gubbels [9] showed that increase in cutting speed would lower 

the material heating due to the smaller heat diffusion of the polymer, which lowers the cutting 

temperature in the shear zone. Gubbels [9] performed a machining parameter study on achievable 

surface finish on PMMA and PC. Cutting speed, depth of cut and rake angle were identified to be 

critical parameters that would affect achievable surface finish after machining. Figure 1-2 shows 

the best machining conditions to produce Ra < 10 nm when diamond turning PMMA and PC [9]. 

However, effects of factors like tool radius, lubrication and chip management on surface finish 

were not studied.  

Table 1-2. Best conditions to machine plastics (+ indicates positive effect, o indicates no effect, 

+/- indicates that the effect must be determined for the polymer) [9]. 

Parameter Effect Best value 

Cutting speed +/- 6 m/s 

Depth of cut o 4-6 µm 

Feed + 1 µm/rev 

Rake angle +/- ~3° 

 

1.7. MOTIVATION OF THIS RESEARCH 

Most of the optical industry uses Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and Polycarbonate 

(PC) for creating optics. Prior work on diamond turning of plastics was performed by Gubbels [9] 

and others [23-25], but information on parameters that can optimize the surface finish and 

minimize diamond tool wear is lacking. The objective of this research is to optimize machining 
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parameters (such as feed, tool radius, depth of cut, cutting speed and rake angle) to produce optical 

quality surface while minimizing tool wear while cutting PMMA and PC. 

This research builds on previous work on surface finish and diamond tool wear when 

machining polymers [9, 23-25]. This research is aimed at 1) finding the relationship between the 

machining conditions (tool orientation, surface speed, depth of cut, tool radius, chip management 

and lubricants) and the surface finish and 2) identify critical parameters that effects diamond tool 

wear. The work will address the issue of:  3) What are the best conditions to produce optical 

finishes (RMS < 10 nm) while minimizing tool wear. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT METHODS 

2.1. OVERVIEW OF DIAMOND TURNING MACHINE 

Experiments performed in this research were done on a Pneumo ASG 2500 DTM. It 

consists of a spindle on the Z-axis and the tool post on the X-axis as shown in Figure 2-1. Both the 

axes are supported on hydrostatic bearings. Workpiece materials are mounted on the spindle using 

a vacuum chuck capable of producing 20 mm Hg for most of the samples used in this research. 

Position of the axes is controlled using laser interferometric measurements to provide movements 

as small as 2.5 nm [3]. In the setup shown in Figure 2-1, the rotating workpiece move on the Z 

slide and the tool machines the outer diameter of workpiece. 

 

Figure 2-1. Top view schematic of a DTM [26]. 

Diamond tools are provided by Chardon Tools in Chardon, Ohio. Both round nose and square nose 

(infinite nose radius) tools shown in Chapter 1 were used to perform cutting experiments. The tool 

edge was measured in the SEM after cutting and relapped if the tool was worn.   
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2.2. WORKPIECE MATERIALS 

PMMA and PC are the two polymers used in this research. PMMA and PC rods of 2” 

diameter and 4” long were used for machining experiments. For plunge cutting experiments, disks 

of 6” diameter and 1/16” thickness were used. Figure 2-2 shows the shape of samples used for 

machining. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-2. Front and side view of samples used in (a) machining experiments (b) plunge 

cutting experiments. 
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2.2.1. Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 

PMMA is a transparent thermoplastic having International Union of Pure and Applied 

Chemistry (IUPAC) name of poly [1-(methoxy carbonyl)-1-methyl ethylene] with a methyl 

methacrylate monomer. PMMA has a high scratch resistance which makes it useful for optics. 

Chemical structure of PMMA is shown in Figure 2-3. The -CH3 group in the structure prevents 

crystalline packing and free rotation of side chains around C-C bonds [27]. 

 

Figure 2-3. Chemical structure of PMMA [27]. 

PMMA is a cross-linkable polymer. Crosslinking in a polymer is bonding of one polymer 

chain with other chain. Crosslinking helps to improving the mechanical properties of polymers. 

Most of the commercially available PMMA is crosslinked and has a small number of additives. 

PMMA is also commercially marketed as Acrylic or Plexiglass. PMMA is a brittle material at 

room temperature and deformation under load is highly sensitive to strain rate as shown in Figure 

2-4 [28].  Deformation of PMMA is also dependent on temperature. Increase in temperature 

decreases Youngs modulus as shown in Figure 2-5. In Figure 2-5, the change in slope of the 

Youngs modulus 400 K – 500 K is due to glass transition zone of the material [29]. 
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Figure 2-4. Strain rate vs Yield stress for PMMA [28]. 

 

 

Figure 2-5. Youngs modulus vs Temperature for PMMA [29]. 
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2.2.2. Polycarbonate (PC) 

Polycarbonate is a transparent thermoplastic with a high impact strength. It is mostly used as a 

safety glass. It is chemically known as Bisphenol A Polycarbonate and is special category of 

polyester often used as an engineering material. It is commercially marketed as Lexan and 

Makrolon. The chemical structure of polycarbonate is shown in Figure 2-6. Due to the aromatic 

benzene ring accommodated in the structure, PC is extremely stiff and resistant to chain movement 

[30]. 

 

Figure 2-6. Chemical structure of PC monomer [30]. 

Polycarbonate is a ductile material at room temperature and the deformation under load is 

a function of temperature.  Figure 2-7 shows the engineering stress-strain curve for PC at different 

temperatures. An increase in temperature leads to a lower yield stress [31]. For both PC and 

PMMA plastics, deformation is affected by many other factors such as glass transition temperature, 

molecular weight and cross link density. 

 

Figure 2-7. Engineering stress/strain curve for PC at 273 K (solid line), 323 K (- -)                    

and 373 K (-.-) [31] 
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Important material properties of PMMA and PC at 200 C relevant is shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Material properties of PMMA and PC [26] 

 

 

PMMA PC 

Refractive index 1.49 1.6 

Abbe Number * 58 27.86 

Light transmission (%) 92 89 

Density (g/cm3) 1.18 1.20 

Glass transition temperature (oC) 105 147 

Critical entanglement molecular wt. 

(g/mole) 

29,500 6,000 

Coefficient of linear expansion (10-5 oC) 5.9 7.0 

Specific heat (Cal/g-oC) 0.35 0.36 

Dielectric breakdown strength (KV/mm) 15.8-19.7 15-67 

Youngs modulus (MPa) 1800-3100 2100-2900 

Thermal conductivity at 23oC (W/m-K) 0.167 0.19-0.22 

Thermal diffusivity (mm2/s) 0.121 0.147 

Yield Strength (MPa) 55.5 89.6 

Hardness ASTM D785 (metric) 94 108-120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Material 

Property 
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2.3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.3.1. Surface Finish Experiments 

 Experiments were conducted on a Pneumo ASG 2500 Diamond Turning Machine (DTM). 

A DTM is a precision, computer numeric controlled (CNC) lathe using a lapped single point 

diamond tool. Single point tools are tools with a single cutting edge. The ASG supports the two 

orthogonal linear hydrostatic bearing slides: the first holds the diamond tool and the second holds 

the air bearing spindle and therefore the part. Figure 2-8 shows a front view with the cylindrical 

plastic part attached with a vacuum chuck to the spindle that moves into/out of the picture. The 

second slide (on the left) supports the diamond tool and moves left/right to change the depth of 

cut. As arranged in Figure 2-8, the spindle holds the counter clockwise rotating part and moves 

into the page while being machined by a stationary diamond tool to study surface finish and tool 

wear using a round nose tool. The workpiece is a 50 mm diameter rod which is readily available 

in PMMA and PC. The rod is 80 mm long.  

One of the important issues is the potential of the machined chips to contact and damage 

the finished surface. This issue of chips damaging the surface is discussed in Chapter 4. The spindle 

rotates counter-clock-wise and, with the tool on the left side of the part, will make the chip exit to 

the left. Two additional components were added to the system to help capture the chip as it leaves 

the part. The first is a suction system above the tool that pulls the air (and the chip) upward into 

the vacuum. The second is an Electrostatics, Inc HPN AC ionizer nozzle with an adjustable 

pressure source powered using a Herbert static high voltage unit. This adds a second vertical flow 

of air past the chip exiting from the machining process with the ability to increase the flow rate 

and charge the air flow. The result is as the chip leaves the cutting interface horizontally, it is 
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immediately entrained in the vacuum/pressure flow and removed from the cutting region. The 

specifications of air ionizer are shown in Table 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-8. Experimental setup for surface finish experiments. 

Table 2-2. Ionizer specifications 

Ionizer Electrostatics,Inc  HPN (AC) 

Power Unit Herbert Static Control, 50 Hz 

Max. air pressure (psi) 15-30 psi 

Input Voltage (v) 120 

Output Voltage (KV) 4 

Current Limited (mA) 5 
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2.3.2. Tool Wear Experiments 

Tool wear experiments were performed using two different experimental setups. When round nose 

tools were used, the setup used is like the one shown in Figure 2-8. The tool wear experiments 

performed using a round nose radius tool and a plastic cylinder made it difficult to estimate the 

tool wear, as the tool geometry is different across the edge due to the variable chip thickness along 

the cutting edge. Therefore, to make the chip thickness constant across the cutting edge, plunge 

cutting setup is used which is described in section 2.3.3 

2.3.3. Plunge Cutting Setup 

To understand tool wear, plunging experiments were performed. A 3.5 mm wide square 

nose (infinite radius) diamond tool was plunged into the outer diameter of 1.5 mm thick plastic 

disk. The setup used for plunge cutting is shown in Figure 2-9. A vacuum and air ionizer system 

were used to manage chips, like the setup shown in Figure 2-8. This series of experiments were 

believed to give an idea of tool wear as uncut chip thickness is constant across the entire width of 

the chip. 
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Figure 2-9. Schematic of plunge cutting setup for tool wear experiments. 

2.4. DATA ACQUISITION 

This section describes the data acquisition system employed during the cutting process to 

collect forces during cutting. 

2.4.1. Force Measurements 

Forces were measured using a KISTLER 9251A 3-component force transducer. The tool 

was attached to the tool post via the load cell. A 10 ft-lb preload on the bolt was used. Figure 2-10 

shows the load cell and axes of measurements. The technical data of the load cell is shown in Table 

2-3. 
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Figure 2-10. KISTLER load cell used for measurements [3]. 

Table 2-3. Technical specifications of KISTLER load cell 

Compression Range (Z – axis) [N] +5000 to -5000 

Shear Range (X, Y axis) [N] +2500 to -2500 

Rigidity (Z – direction) 1000 

Rigidity (X, Y axis) 300 

Natural Frequency (Y- direction) [KHz] 11 

Weight [grams] 32 

Sensitivity (FZ) [pC/N] -4.1 

Sensitivity (FX, FY) [pC/N] -7.5 

Noise Floor (N) 0.01 

 

In the experiments performed, orthogonal cutting was employed and thus the forces in Z 

direction were irrelevant. FY is the cutting force and FX is the thrust force. Figure 2-11 shows the 

load cell placement in the experimental setup. The forces measured, and the axes are shown in 

Figure 2-12.  
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Figure 2-11. Orientation of load cell in the experimental setup 

 

Figure 2-12. Forces measured using the load cell 
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Two charge amplifier settings were used during cutting experiments named setting I and setting 

II based on the sensitivity required during the cutting process. The charge amplifier settings used 

in the cutting experiments are shown in Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4. Load cell amplifier settings 

Setting I 

 Cutting Force Thrust Force 

Sensitivity settings 6.76 6.76 

Capacitor decay Long Long 

Scale (Mech units/volt) 10 10 

Setting II 

 Cutting Force Thrust Force 

Sensitivity settings 8.76 8.76 

Capacitor decay Long Long 

Scale (Mech units/volt) 5 5 

 

A 3 channel KISTLER 5004 charge amplifier was used to condition the signal. The 

amplifier can produce voltages up to 10 V. The voltages VX and VY were recorded using National 

Instruments LABVIEW software. Data was acquired at 2.5 kHz. Then the forces were calculated 

using the scale value showed in Table 2-4 as shown in Equation 2.1. 

N
F  Scale value of the axis ( ) * Voltage                                          (2.1)

V
=  
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2.4.2. Video System 

A Supereyes B011 digital microscope was employed for recording videos and taking 

snapshots of the cutting process. The microscope is connected to a computer using USB 2.0 and 

saved to the computer using the Supereyes user interface. The digital microscope has a 5-

megapixel resolution and 100-2000X magnification depending on the lens used for recording. The 

data acquisition rate of the camera was 30 fps. The microscope also has a replaceable light source 

and touch adjustment illumination which gives ample light for a clear image. The Supereyes 

microscope is focused on the tool tip so that it gives a top-view of the cutting process. Figure 2-13 

shows the microscope in the experimental setup. 

 

Figure 2-13. Supereyes digital microscope in the setup 
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2.5. SURFACE FINISH MEASUREMENTS 

Surface finish of the machined parts was measured using a Zygo Newview 5000 scanning white 

light interferometer and a Keyence VKX 1100 laser confocal microscope. The following sections 

describe the process of surface finish measurements and analysis of the workpiece surfaces. 

2.5.1. Zygo Newview 5000 white light interferometer 

Zygo Newview 5000 white light interferometry is a non-contact optical method used to 

measure surface profile. Zygo Newview 5000 has a vertical resolution of 1 nm and 0.7 µm 

horizontal resolution. Interferometers use the principle of superposition by measuring interference 

fringes from the combination of a fixed beam path and beam that is reflected from the specimen 

[3]. 

Four areal roughness measurements were taken at different regions on the plastic 

workpiece that are 900 apart and the roughness values were averaged to get a roughness number. 

50X objective lens and 1.3X focus were used to take measurements over an area of                            

109 µm by 89 µm. It is a common practice in the optical industry to quantify surface finish as Root 

mean square deviation called RMS surface finish [21], which gives an idea about Raleigh 

scattering on the surface. 

Figure 2-14 shows an example of Newview measurement of diamond turned PMMA 

surface. The camera had a resolution of 640 X 480 with 640 being used in the feed per revolution 

direction and 480 used in the upfeed direction. Figure 2-15 shows the example of measured areas 

on the surface to estimate the surface roughness of the machined surface. Four areal surface finish 

measurements (900 apart) were taken on the plastic cylinder and measurements are averaged to 

quantify RMS surface finish of the machined surface.    
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Figure 2-14. Newview measurement of diamond turned PMMA surface. 300 RPM spindle speed, 

32 µm/rev feed per rev, 10 µm depth of cut and 3 m/s cutting speed. 

 

 

Figure 2-15. Schematic setup of surface finish measurements on the workpiece (feed direction is 

into the plane of the page) 
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2.5.2. Keyence laser confocal VKX 1100 measurements 

The Zygo Newview 5000 has difficulty measuring steep sloped grooves (slopes greater 

than 180). To overcome the issue of measuring steep slopes and to validate surface roughness 

measurements obtained from the Zygo Newview, a Keyence laser confocal microscope was 

employed. A laser confocal microscope captures multiple images at different depths and 

reconstructs all the images at their best focus to give a 3D image. Confocal microscope uses a 

point illumination and a pinhole to remove out of focus noise and therefore increases resolution in 

the depth direction.  

The VKX 1100 has a total magnification up to 28,800X and a field of view of from 11 µm 

to 7398 µm. According to manufacturer, the vertical resolution is 0.5 nm and resolution in the 

horizontal direction is 1 nm. The area and procedure of surface finish measurement using VKX 

1100 was the same as that of Newview as discussed in section 2.5.1. 
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2.6. TOOL WEAR MEASUREMENTS 

After machining, the diamond tools are cleaned and imaged in the Scanning Electron Microscope 

to analyze wear. Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) [3, 32] was used to quantify and 

analyze worn tools. The following sections explain the process employed for tool wear 

measurements.  

2.6.1. Tool Cleaning 

After the tool was used for machining, plastic material was found to stick onto the tool. To 

clean the tools, the tools were ultrasonicated in di-chloromethane for 20 minutes, followed by 40 

minutes of ultrasonication in acetone. Ultrasonication is a cleaning process where the sample is 

vibrated using ultrasound transmitted through liquid, generally water. The tool was then imaged 

in an Olympus optical microscope. At 500X, if no plastic material was stuck to the diamond it was 

measured in the SEM. Before measuring in the SEM, the tool was coated with Au-Pd to make the 

tool conductive. In case any material is left after ultrasonication, clean room wipes dipped in 

acetone were used to rub and clean off the material. After this step, tool was taken to the SEM and 

imaged. 

Based on the experiments, it was found that the tool after machining PMMA was easier to 

clean than the tool used for machining PC. Di-chloromethane is a solvent for polycarbonate and 

was found to be best one for cleaning PC from the cutting edge. The rake face of uncleaned and 

cleaned tools is shown in Figure 2-16. The tool in Figure 2-16 was used to cut PC for 66 km and 

the tool has a radius of 0.537 mm. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-16. (a) Tool before cleaning and (b) Tool after cleaning 
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2.6.2. EBID Technique 

The PEC uses a unique measurement method using a Scanning Electron Microscope with 

a focused ion beam to provide a reference line on the tool that can be used to image the edge of 

the tool. The EBID technique writes a hydrocarbon contamination line on the tool. When an 

electron beam scans across the contamination, hydrocarbons polymerize and leave a line on the 

surface which acts a reference line described above. Figure 2-17 shows the EBID line on a freshly 

re-lapped tool. Once the SEM image is captured, EBID line is taken as reference and 2D cross 

sectional wear area was created using image processing software in MATLAB. 

 

Figure 2-17. EBID line on the cutting edge. 

 

The Quanta 3D FEG Dual Beam SEM at the Analytical Instrumentation Facility of North 

Carolina State University was used for wear measurements. The SEM parameters used for 
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measurements are shown in Table 2-5. Details of instructions for generating and analysis of EBID 

line are discussed in the Appendix 7.3. 

Table 2-5. SEM parameters used for tool wear measurements. 

Beam Energy (KV) 5  

Beam Current (pA) 53.3  

Aperture (µm) 30 

Chamber Pressure (Torr) <5x10-5 

Working Distance (mm) 10.5 

Image Dwell Time (µs) 10 

Image Size (pixels) 1024x943 
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CHAPTER 3 

MACHINING PMMA 

3.1. SURFACE FINISH 

It was found from the literature [9, 23-25] that PMMA is easily machined and initial testing 

on PMMA during this research indicated the same. It will be discussed in the future sections, how 

chip management have no effect on surface finish when machining PMMA. However, chip 

management was found to have profound impact when machining PC which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. Therefore, to compare both the materials and draw conclusions, the setup shown in 

Figure 2-8 was employed for experiments on both the materials. 

A series of experiments were conducted on PMMA to study the effect of machining 

parameters, namely feed per revolution, cutting speed, depth of cut, tool radius and rake angle on 

the surface finish generated.   

3.1.1. Effect of feed per revolution 

Figure 3-1 shows the effect of cross feed on RMS surface finish for a 0.5 mm nose radius 

diamond tool. The results at smaller feed rates in Figure 3-2 illustrates a lower limit for surface 

finish which is limited by minimum chip thickness (cannot be zero) and machine vibration. As 

discussed in Section 1.4, surface finish and feed rate are geometrically related using a parabolic 

approximation [10] as shown in Equation 1.2. 

2f
Theoretical RMS roughness =                     (1.2)

26.6R
         

Where f is feed rate in μm/rev and R is nose radius of the tool in µm. RMS finish is in µm. 

According to Equation 1.1, the relation between the feed rate and surface finish is parabolic 

for a given tool radius, but this relation was found not to hold at very small feed rates or small 

theoretical roughness. Figure 3-2 shows the variation of RMS roughness with feed rate. According 
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to Lucas Lamonds [8], the surface finish at finer feeds also depends on asynchronous spindle 

rotation and machine vibration. When the amplitude of machine vibration is more than the height 

of grooves created due to the feed rate, then the geometric relation between surface finish and feed 

rate (Equation 1.2) will not be valid. 

 

Figure 3-1. Effect of cross feed on RMS roughness of PMMA when machined with a 100 

μm nose radius tool at 1450 rpm and 10 μm depth of cut (DOC). 

 

Figure 3-2. Effect of cross feed vs RMS roughness at finer feed rates. 
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3.1.2. Effect of cutting speed 

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 shows the effects of cutting speed on the RMS roughness of the PMMA 

surface. It was found that there is no variation in surface roughness with cutting speed which was 

in contrast with Gubbels data [9], where increasing cutting speed resulted in better surface finish. 

However, no effect of cutting speed on RMS roughness indicates that the temperature at the cutting 

zone has not affected the surface finish generated in the experimental conditions used, which will 

strengthen the arguments made by Gubbels [9]. 

 

Figure 3-3. Effect of cutting speed on RMS roughness of PMMA at a cross feed of 4.6 

µm/rev feed per rev and 10 µm depth of cut. 
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Figure 3-4. RMS roughness vs cross feed at different cutting speeds for PMMA at 10 µm 

depth of cut. 
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3.1.3. Effect of depth of cut 

Figure 3-5 shows the effect of depth of cut on the RMS roughness of PMMA when 

machined using a 0.5 mm nose radius diamond tool. No trend was observed in the RMS surface 

finish with change in depth of cut. 

 

Figure 3-5. RMS roughness vs depth of cut at a cross feed of 4.6 µm/rev feed rate 

3.1.4. Effect of rake angle 

Figure 3-6 shows the effect of rake angle on the surface finish. The 250 m nose radius 

diamond tool had a 50-degree included angle and 12-degree conical clearance. The tool was rotated 

to get different rake angles. RMS surface finish for +5, 0 and -5-degree rake angles were measured. 

Figure 3-6 shows that negative rake angle is better than zero or positive in terms of RMS 

roughness. A similar trend of rake angle vs surface finish was also found by Gubbels [9]. The 

surface generated from negative rake angle did not show consistent chip formation and looked 

random in terms of the shape of the grooves generated on the surface as shown in Figure 3-7 (a). 
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Figure 3-6. Effect of rake angle on RMS roughness on PMMA when machined with a 

250 μm and nose radius tool at 1450 rpm and 10 μm depth of cut (DOC) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3-7. Surface profiles at rake angles (a) -50 (b) 00 and (c) +50 
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3.1.5. Effect of tool radius 

Details of the chip geometry are shown in Figure 3-8 which shows 3 passes of the tool. 

One observation is that the geometry of the chip is dependent on the radius of the tool and its cross 

feed. For the same cross feed, a smaller tool radius makes a shorter, thicker chip. Because the 

theoretical surface finish requires the chip thickness to become zero, the angle of the chip as it 

approaches the edge of the cut may be an important parameter. This chip angle is defined in Figure 

3-8. This chip angle is same as the included angle of the tool across a chord equal to the feed per 

revolution in a circle. 

 

Figure 3-8. Theoretical geometry of the chip. Decreasing the tool radius while keeping other 

parameters constant makes the included angle of the chip larger and may result in better surface 

finish. 
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Figure 3-9 shows the effect of tool radius on RMS surface roughness. A smaller tool nose 

radius generated better actual surface finish for a larger radius tool. Note that the cross feed was 

compensated to ensure that the theoretical roughness was the same for both nose radii tested. The 

data in Figure 3-9 suggests that machining at a smaller crossfeed (1µm/rev) could achieve the same 

6 nm RMS finish as that of running at relatively larger crossfeed (10 µm/rev) when using a small 

radius tool, this could be attributed to the vibration of machine which becomes more prevalent at 

very low cross feeds. For the smaller cross feeds there are many periods of the vibration within the 

measurement field of view.  

 

 

Figure 3-9. Effect of tool radius on RMS roughness of PMMA when machined with a 

100 μm and 500 μm nose radius tools at 1450 rpm and 10 μm depth of cut (DOC). 
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3.1.6. Effect of chip management 

To determine the effect of chip management on surface finish in PMMA, a series of 

experiments were performed with and without the chip management system. It was found that 

using an ionizer and removing chips from the cutting zone had no significant impact on surface 

finish generated on PMMA. Figure 3-10 shows the PMMA surfaces machined under cutting 

conditions with and without chip management system. 

 

(a) 

          

(b) 

Figure 3-10. 2D profiles of surface generated in PMMA, (a) with and (b) without the use 

of the chip management system. 
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Figure 3-11 shows the surface roughness of PMMA with and without chip management under 

similar cutting conditions. The graph in Figure 3-11 is generated by repeating experiments five 

times on PMMA with and without chip management.  

 

Figure 3-11. Measured RMS roughness on PMMA with and without chip management 

system. 0.5 mm nose radius tool, 10 μm depth of cut and theoretical RMS of 5 nm. 

3.1.7. Effect of Lubricants 

      Research is not available in terms of lubricants and their effect on surface finish 

machining PMMA. Based on the viscosities and inertness to PMMA, several cutting fluids were 

used to study the effect on surface finish. Odorless mineral spirits (ODM), WD-40, and glycerin 

were used as coolants. While cutting PMMA, these coolants were dripped on the tool using transfer 

pipette for every 200 μm tool travel across the part. 1450 RPM spindle speed, 0.45 μm feed per 

rev at 5 μm depth of cut was used for the experiments. However, it was observed that the use of 

coolants did not significantly improve RMS surface finish. Figure 3-12 shows the effect of 

lubricants on surface finish. 
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Figure 3-12. Coolants effect on surface finish for PMMA. 

3.2. TOOL WEAR 

According to Gubbels [9], tool wear on PMMA was seen after 80 km of cutting at larger 

feed rates and 1 mm nose radius diamond tools. This indicates that the tool wear in PMMA is not 

a problem, as tools in optical industry were generally re-lapped after 10 km of cutting [21].  A 

series of dry overlapping feed experiments were performed on PMMA using 0.5 mm round nose 

diamond tool for a cutting distance of 8 km. The diamond tool looks sharp and no measurable wear 

was seen after imaging the tool in the SEM. Figure 3-12 shows one of the diamond tools that was 

used for cutting PMMA for 8 km. 
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Figure 3-13. Diamond tool after cutting PMMA for 8 km (20,000X magnification in the 

SEM). 

Figure 3-14 shows the diamond tool that was used to cut PMMA for 16 km. However, no 

measurable wear was seen on the diamond tool after 16 km of cutting. 1450 rpm, 20 μm depth of 

cut and 1 m/s of cutting speed was used for the experiment.  The cutting speed was then increased 

to 4 m/s using the same cutting conditions, a small amount of wear was seen after 16 km of cutting. 

Figure 3-15 shows the tool after cutting 22 km. Note that the images in Figure 3-15 and 3-16 are 

at same magnification.   
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Figure 3-14. Diamond tool after cutting PMMA for 16 km at 1 m/s. 

 

Figure 3-15. Diamond tool after cutting PMMA for 16 km at 4 m/s. 
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The comparison in Figure 3-16 shows the diamond tools that has not been used for cutting and the 

edge that was used for cutting 16 km at 4 m/s. In the case of PMMA, tool wear was found only 

when cutting for distances greater than 16 km and higher cutting speeds. 

 

Figure 3-16. Wear on diamond tool that cut PMMA for 16 km at 4 m/s. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MACHINING POLYCARBONATE (PC) 

4.1. SURFACE FINISH 

Polycarbonate is a transparent thermoplastic with high impact strength. Dry turning of 

polycarbonate to obtain optical quality surface finishes was found to be difficult. Polycarbonate 

chips ball up on the diamond tool during cutting and strike the machined surface. Figure 4-1 shows 

streakiness on the surface of polycarbonate sample after diamond turning. 

 

Figure 4-1. Polycarbonate after dry facing operation 

It was difficult to measure the surface shown in Figure 4-1 on the Newview 5000. 

Measurements showed that the data points on the surface profile were missing and thus resulted in 

higher RMS surface finish. The reason for this was identified to be steep slopes at the bottom of 

the grooves that could not be imaged.  Figure 4-2 shows the surface profile as measured by Zygo 

Newview 5000 white light interferometer. 
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Figure 4-2. Newview 5000 measuring polycarbonate after dry facing. 

Dis-continuous chips were produced when dry turning PC. To remove chips from the 

cutting zone, an air ionizer and a vacuum system were employed. Figure 4-3 shows the chip 

management system developed for cutting experiments. This system was used for all the 

machining experiments unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. The setup shown in Figure 4-3 was 

the same as that of setup shown in Figure 2-8. 

 

Figure 4-3. Setup developed for cutting experiments. 
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This chip management setup has a pressure adjustable air ionizing nozzle and an inlet to 

the vacuum system. High pressure (> 0.7 psi) from the air nozzle resulted in a turbulent flow, 

where the chip wobbles sideways, as shown in Figure 4-4, instead of being entrained in the flow 

created by air from nozzle and the suction system. 

 

Figure 4-4. Chip wobbling due to turbulent flow generated when pressure > 0.7 psi was 

used. 
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            A continuous free flowing chip was observed when higher feed rates were used or when 

larger depths of cut were used or both. When appropriate feed rate and depth of cut were used, the 

chip would continuously be entrained in the flow and removed from the cutting zone. This 

suggested that the chip flow in the setup is dependent on the stiffness of the chip. Experimental 

flow analysis was performed, and optimum pressure and velocity of air towards the clearance face 

of the tool required to generate a continuous chip were identified. The air pressure and velocity 

were measured using an Extech digital manometer. Optimum air pressure and velocities are 

tabulated below. However, it was found that keeping the velocity at the cutting zone close to the 

cutting sped is advantageous. 

Table 4-1. Optimum flow parameters to generate continuous PC chips. 

Air pressure (psi) 0.4 to 0.6 

Velocity of air from air ionizer (m/s) 

[Location A in Figure 4-5] 

5.5 

Velocity of air at inlet of the suction system 

(m/s) [Location B in Figure 4-5] 

2.8 

Velocity at the cutting zone due to both 

ionizer and suction (m/s) [Location C in 

Figure 4-5] 

4 

  

Location A, B and C in Table 4-1 are marked in the Figure 4-5. Based on the experimental 

flow analysis, the air pressure from the nozzle is set to 0.5 psi for all the cutting experiments where 

the chip management system is used.  
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Figure 4-5. Flow measurement locations shown in Table 4-1. 

In a demonstration of the robustness of the system, the rectangular vacuum inlet was 

removed and the 2” diameter vacuum tube was located on the ceiling about 5 feet above the 

workpiece. The cutting is started with the ionizer blowing from below and the ceiling vacuum 

pulling from the top and within a few seconds the chip finds the ceiling vacuum and stays 

connected through out one pass of the tool. The optimum feed rates and depths for cutting PC and 

the effect of this chip management system on surface finish will be discussed in the following 

sections of this chapter. 
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4.1.1. Effect of feed per revolution 

Figure 4-6 shows the variation of RMS surface roughness generated as a function of cross 

feed on PMMA and PC when machined with a 0.4 mm nose radius diamond tool and surface 

finish was measured using 150X objective on Keyence VKX-1100 microscope. Increase in feed 

per revolution increased the surface finish as expected for PC, but surface finish on PMMA was 

better than PC under same cutting conditions. 

 

Figure 4-6. RMS roughness vs feed per revolution. 1450 RPM spindle speed. 4 m/s 

cutting speed and 20 µm depth of cut. 

 

4.1.2. Effect of cutting speed 

No effect of cutting speed on surface finish was observed in PC. Figure 4-7 shows the 

results from a cutting experiment where spindle speed was varied to get different cutting speeds. 

For a theoretical RMS of 1 nm, the RMS values for all the cutting speeds were approximately 35 

nm RMS. 
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Figure 4-7. Effect of cutting speed on RMS roughness in PC. 0.5 mm nose tool radius. 

A similar lack of trend for RMS roughness with cutting speed was also observed by 

Gubbels [9] with a larger radius (1 mm) tools. 

4.1.3. Effect of depth of cut 

Figure 4-8 shows the effect of changing the depth of cut on the RMS roughness for PC 

when machined with a 100 µm tool and expected 0.07 nm theoretical RMS roughness. It was 

observed that chips generated for larger depths of cut were easier to remove from the cutting zone. 

One hypothesis is the chips are relatively stiffer, larger in size and can be more efficiently removed. 

This improves the surface finish and can be seen in Figure 4-8. Continuous and larger chips were 

found to give better surface finish.  

Chip dimensions can be controlled using feed rate or depth of cut or both for a given tool 

radius. Increasing feed rate would increase the groove size and would increase the achievable 

theoretical RMS finish. Moreover, increase in depth of cut would not affect theoretical RMS 

surface finish. 
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Figure 4-8. Effect of depth on RMS surface finish of PC when machined with a 100 µm nose 

radius tool at 1450 RPM and 0.45 µm/rev feed rate. 

Therefore, a series of experiments were conducted on PC that relates the principle moment 

of inertia of the chip in the air flow direction (into the page) and the achievable surface finish in 

the experimental conditions investigated. Figure 4-9 shows the half crescent shaped chip that is 

generated from overlapping cuts.  

 

Figure 4-9. Half crescent shaped chip generated during overlapping feed rates. 
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The moment of inertia for the chip is calculated and the optimum depth of cut for a tool 

radius was identified. Figure 4-10 shows the plot where principle moment of inertia in the Y- 

direction of the chip is plotted against depth of cut. Moment of inertia directly scales with the depth 

of cut. The plot shown in Figure 4-10 resulted after cutting PC using a 100 µm nose radius tool 

and 0.45 µm/rev. It was identified that 80 µm depth of cut and principle moment of inertia in                   

Y-direction > 770 µm4 gave a better surface finish in the experimental conditions used. 

   

 

Figure 4-10. Moment of inertia of chip and RMS roughness variation with depth of cut. 

In the Figure 4-10, the reduction of RMS roughness from 35 nm to 20 nm is due to efficient 

management of chips. The optimum depth of cut and chip removal for PC in the experimental 

conditions used are tabulated in Table 4-2. 
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Table 4-2. Optimum depths of cut when machining with chip collection system at theoretical 

RMS of 0.07 nm RMS. 

Tool Radius (mm) Depth of cut (µm) 

1 >20 

0.5 >30 

0.1 >60 

 

It was interesting that even when the chips are effectively removed from the cutting zone, 

the best RMS roughness on PC was 20 nm and is 285 times that of the theoretical RMS of             

0.07 nm. It was found that the surface finish is also affected by plastic build up on the tool. Effect 

of build up on surface finish will be discussed in the following section. 
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4.1.4. Build up on the tool 

Figure 4-11 shows the PC surface and the theoretical tool profile after machining with a        

0.4 mm nose radius tool at 20 µm depth of cut and 14 µm/rev cross feed. Theoretical grooves in        

Figure 4-11 are smaller than the actual measured grooves. This can be attributed to the buildup of 

PC on the tool while cutting; thus, increasing depth of the groove and degrading the surface finish. 

The RMS finish of the surface shown in Figure 4-11 was found to be 100 nm RMS for a theoretical 

of 20 nm RMS. It was also found that the cutting edge with acetone dipped q-tip after every pass 

improved surface finish by 15%. Figure 4-12 shows the plastic left on the tool after every pass   

 

Figure 4-11. Evidence of Build up edge (BUE) on the PC surface. 
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Figure 4-12. Tool after machining PC [34]. 

 

It was found that at lower feed rates, as the chip thickness would be lower, and the thickness 

would be less than 70 nm. With the developed chip management system, it was very difficult to 

remove chips from the cutting zone at very fine feed rates on PC. Chips tend to ball up on the tool 

edge and plastic builds up on the tool thus making the surface finish larger than the theoretical 

value. 

Figure 4-13 and 4-14 shows the force plots from two experiments, where high frequency 

in the cutting force can be seen at lower cross feeds which faded away at larger cross feeds and 

this high frequency in the force plot can be directly related to the measured surface finish. 
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Figure 4-13. Force plot at different cross feeds in PC. 

 

Figure 4-14. Force (low pass filtered) plot at 6 different cross feeds in PC. 
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Figures 4-13 shows the force plot where the part is cut at different feed rates and the 

cross feeds used were tabulated in Table 4-3. A downward pointing arrow indicates start and stop 

of a crossfeed. 

Table 4-3. Cross feeds shown in Figure 4-13 

Number Feed rate (µm/rev) Theoretical RMS (nm) 

1 3.76 1 

2 8.41 5 

3 11.89 10 

4 14.56 15 

5 16.82 20 

 

Figure 4-14 shows the force plot where cross feeds were inverted from that of           

Figure 4-13. Cross feeds in Figure 4-14 are tabulated in Table 4-4 

Table 4-4. Cross feeds shown in Figure 4-14 

Number Feed rate (µm/rev) Theoretical RMS (nm) 

1 16.82 20 

2 14.56 15 

3 11.89 10 

4 8.41 5 

5 3.41 1 
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In Figures 4-13 and 4-14, when machined at finer feed rates and small chip, the chips balled 

up on the tool and high frequency in force data can be observed. At higher feed rates, the frequency 

is significantly lower, and the chip is continuously removed from the cutting zone. This can be 

directly related to the ratio of actual RMS roughness measured to the theoretical RMS roughness, 

shown in Figure 4-15. 

 
Figure 4-15. Actual/theoretical RMS ratio vs feed rate for PC 

Looking at the surface profile in Figure 4-16, a repeatable pattern of good surface finish region 

and a region of bad surface finish was found on the plastic sample after machining, which could 

be due to both build up on the tool and the inefficient chip management at finer feed rates. Having 

good and bad surface finish on the part will increase the areal RMS surface finish. Figure 4-16 

shows the surface on a machined part, which has both good and bad regions. In Figure 4-16, the 

line RMS finish on the left is 18 nm RMS vs 85 nm RMS on the right. 
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Figure 4-16. RMS surface finish of PC at different regions on the same part (The lines show the 

region of surface finish measurements). 

4.1.5. Effect of Rake Angle  

Figure 4-17 shows the effect of rake angle on PC surface finish. +50 rake angle was found 

to be better than zero. The surface finish data generated by +50 rake angle was found to have a 

relatively small standard deviation compared to zero rake. +5 degrees is found to be better for PC, 

this could be attributed to the fact that PC is a ductile material unlike PMMA. 
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Figure 4-17. Effect of rake angle on RMS surface finish on PC when machined with a 

250 µm nose radius tool at 20 µm depth of cut. 

 

4.1.6. Effect of Chip Management 

Dry turning polycarbonate with no chip management system yielded streaks on the 

machined surface and thus gave bad surface finish like Figure 4-16. It was found that using the 

chip management system without lubrication described in this research decreases RMS finish by 

28%. Figure 4-18 (a) shows the surface when PC was machined using a 0.5 mm nose radius 

diamond tool. Chips generated from machining PC are statically charged and ball up on the tool 

and scratch the machined surface. Figure 4-18 (b) shows the surface when the chip management 

system was employed. 
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(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 4-18. Machined PC surface (a)without chip management (b) with chip 

management system 

4.1.7. Effect of Lubricants 

 Using the chip management system reduced the RMS roughness by 28%, but it was still 

not anywhere close to the theoretical RMS roughness. To solve the problem of build up and chip 

management. A wide range of coolants were used for cutting experiments. Selection of lubricants 

was primarily based on their non-reactivity with PC. The lubricants were picked from 

hydrocarbon-based oils, glycerin-based oils, silicone-based oils and other miscellaneous oils.  

The coolants used for testing on PC were  

➢ Hydrocarbon based oils  

• Kerosene 

• WD 40 

• Motor oil 

• Odorless mineral spirits (ODM) 
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➢ Silicone oil 

• 3 in 1 silicone oil for high temperatures 

➢ Glycerol based oil 

• Medical grade glycerin 

➢ Miscellaneous 

• DI water 

• Renoform oil OL1814 

• Tap magic aqueous 

                The coolant was dripped using a transfer pipette for every second onto the tool while 

cutting the part. 100 μm nose radius tool was used for cutting at 1450 RPM spindle speed, 5 μm 

depth of cut and 0.65 mm/min, resulting in 0.07 nm theoretical RMS finish. Experiments with 

above mentioned conditions were repeated 3 times and showed similar RMS finish values. Figure 

4-19 shows the effect of coolants on the surface finish generated. 
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Figure 4-19. RMS roughness achieved after using different lubricants 

Kerosene, WD 40 and Tap magic aqueous gave optical range surface finish (RMS < 10 nm) on 

PC. DI water, silicone oil, odorless mineral spirits and Renoform oil gave surface finish around 17 

nm RMS. Tap magic aqueous gave best surface finish.  Kerosene and WD 40 have similar 

composition and viscosities [35-38], which might be one of the reasons for achieving similar RMS 

surface roughness. Tap magic aqueous was primarily used for two reasons – electrical conductivity 

and low viscosity. Achieving best surface finish by using Tap magic aqueous can be attributed to 

two possibilities. Firstly, the electrical conductivity which helps in removing static electricity at 

the cutting zone. Secondly, it has low viscosity and its kinematic viscosity decreases with increased 

temperature. The electrical resistance of Tap magic aqueous was measured using a multimeter and 

resulted in 250 KΩ. 

Table 4-5 shows the viscosity and chemical composition of WD-40, Tap magic aqueous 

and kerosene [35-38]. The surface profiles achieved on PC after machining with kerosene, WD-
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40 and Tap magic aqueous are shown in Figures 4-20, 4-21 and 4-22 respectively. To check if Tap 

magic Aqueous has any impact on mechanical properties of PC. A Vickers hardness test was 

performed with a 1 kg load on a PC sheet of 1.5” thickness. Three hardness measurements were 

taken on the sample and then the sample was soaked in Tap Magic Aqueous for 24 hours at room 

temperature. Vickers hardness test was performed again on the PC sheet after soaking. The Vickers 

hardness value was same before and after soaking the PC sheet inside Tap magic Aqueous. The 

hardness value obtained was 5.3 kgf/mm2. Surface in Figure 4-21 have P-V roughness of 400 nm 

and RMS of 10 nm, which is unusual, this can be attributed to WD-40 still stuck to the surface 

after cleaning with DI water. 

 

Figure 4-20. Surface profile of PC after machining with kerosene. 
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Figure 4-21. Surface profile of PC after machining with WD 40. 
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Figure 4-22. Surface profile of PC after machining with Tap magic aqueous. 
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Table 4-5. Kerosene, WD 40 and Tap magic aqueous composition and viscosities at 400 F.  

 Composition Kinematic viscosity (CSt) 

Kerosene Petroleum – Alkanes, 

Naphthenes, Aromatics and 

Asphaltics 

Ethyl Benzene 

Naphthalene 

2.71 

WD-40 Aliphatic hydrocarbons, 

Petroleum base oil, LVP 

aliphatic hydrocarbons, 

Carbon dioxide, Di-methyl 

naphthalene, alkane 

hydrocarbons, Cyclo-hexane 

2.79 

Tap magic aqueous Polyethylene glycol phenyl 

ether phosphate, 

Triethanolamine, Amine trade 

secret, Alcohols, C12-15, 

ethoxylated propoxylated 

6.5 
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4.2. TOOL WEAR 

Tool wear on a 0.5 mm radius round nose tool with 6.5 µm/rev feed rate was too small to 

measure after machining PMMA for 8 km of cutting distance. Figure 4-23 (a) shows the tool after 

8 km of cutting on PMMA. Polycarbonate was also machined under similar cutting conditions for 

3 km. This tool is shown in Figure 4-23 (b). Figure 4-24 shows that the diamond tool after cutting 

PC was worn quicker than the tool used on PMMA. 

 

                                 

    (a)   PMMA,8 km (20,000X)                                                             (b) PC, 3 km (20,000X) 

Figure 4-23. Tool after cutting (a) PMMA and (b) PC 
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Figure 4-24. Tool after cutting PC for 3 km 

PC was machined using a round nose tool for 66 km at a 5 µm depth of cut with a 0.5 mm 

radius tool, it was observed that the amount of wear on the edge changed across the width of the 

cutting edge as shown in Locations E, F and G in Figure 4-25 (b). This can be attributed to change 

in chip thickness during cutting for a round nose overlapping feed cut. 
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(a) Schematic of chip geometry of cut. 

 

 

(b) SEM image of diamond tool 

Figure 4-25. Tool after cutting PC for 66 km. 
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To understand tool wear, plunging experiments were performed. A 3.5 mm wide square 

diamond tool was plunged into the outer diameter of a (1/16)” thick plastic disk. This series of 

experiments give an idea of tool wear as uncut chip thickness is constant across the entire width 

of the chip. The experimental setup is discussed in Section 2.3.3. 

PC disks were cut from outside diameter at different depths of cut – 2 µm/rev, 3 µm/rev, 5 

µm/rev and 10 µm/rev to study tool wear with a constant 4m/s cutting speed. The images of tools 

were shown in Figure 4-26. Different diamond tools in Figure 4-25 machined PC at different in-

feed rates for 4 km. An AC ionizer and a vacuum were used to manage chips during cutting. In 

Figure 4-26 (a), a layer of unknown material was observed on the rake face of tool. Solvents such 

as chloroform, methylene chloride, acetone and Keller’s reagent (mixture of nitric acid, 

hydrofluoric and hydrochloric acid) were not able to remove the material from rake face of the 

tool. In Figure 4-26 (b), an area of material was eroded from the clearance face of the tool, while 

the tool edge remained sharp. 

In Figure 4-26 (c), Lichtenberg Figures were observed on the rake face of the tool due to 

electric discharge through air. In Figure 4-26 (d), 10 µm/rev feed rate created holes through the 

diamond. Every hole on rake face of tool had a corresponding hole on clearance face of the 

diamond. There were also holes on the clearance face without a matching hole on the rake face. 

This suggested that the holes started on the clearance face of the diamond. Since both PC and 

diamond are electrical insulators, growing static electric field could develop in the cutting zone. 

This could be linked with some electric field strength. The AC ionizer generates both positive and 

negative charges. The ionized air was directed on to the clearance face of the diamond. The ions 

acquire energy from the static electric field developed in the cutting zone. If the energy acquired 

by the ion is greater than 7.4 eV (which is bond dissociation energy of the carbon-carbon bond in 
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the diamond [9]) then the ions are expected to drill through the diamond to reach the oppositely 

charged ions on the rake/chip interface.  

 

(a) 2 µm/rev                                                     (b) 3 µm/rev                            

 

                  (c) 5 µm/rev                      (d) 10 µm/rev (rotated 450 for the best possible          

                                                                    view) 

Figure 4-25. Diamond tools after cutting PC for 4 km at various in-feed rates. 
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Figure 4-27 shows one of the possible static charge configurations developed on the 

machined surface and chip side. Increase in static electric effects with depth of cut when machining 

polymers was identified by Gubbels [9]. 

 

Figure 4-27. Schematic showing possible charge configuration during cutting [9]. 
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To reduce the number of ions in the cutting zone, the ionizer was turned off and another 

plunge cutting experiment at 3 µm/rev on PC was conducted. Less tool damage was observed when 

the ionizer was switched off. Figure 4-28 shows images of tool– with and without ionizer. 

 

                 

                   (a) with ionizer (6000X)                                  (b) without ionizer (12000X) 

Figure 4-28. Tools after machining PC for 2 km. 

            To test the effect of cutting speed on diamond tool wear after cutting polycarbonate, a series 

of plunge cutting experiments were performed at two different cutting speeds (– 4 m/s and 10 m/s) 

keeping all other cutting parameters constant. Figure 4-29 (a) shows the tool after cutting PC for 

2 km at 4 m/s and Figure 4-29 (b) shows the tool after cutting PC for 2 km at 10 m/s. Figure 4-29 

(b) shows that a small portion of the edge is lost due to cutting and a Lichtenberg figure can be 

seen on the rake face. This shows that the magnitude of triboelectric tool wear is larger at higher 

cutting speeds. 
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(a) 4 m/s 

 

 

(b) 10 m/s 

Figure 4-29. Diamond tool wear after cutting PC for 2 km at different cutting speeds 
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To study the effect of coolants on the wear in tools machining PC, WD-40 was used to machine 

PC. Although all isoparaffinic oils are insulators, their conductivity increases with temperature 

and pressure. Plunge cutting experiments were performed on PC disks at 1 µm/rev in-feed rate and 

800 RPM. The total cutting distance in each experiment is 2 km. Figure 4-30 shows the effect of 

WD-40 on tool wear in PC. Figure 4-30 (b) shows the tool after machining PC without WD-40.  
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(a) With WD-40. 

 

(b) Without WD-40 

Figure 4-30. Tool wear on PC after 2 km of cutting at 4 m/s cutting speed. 
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The next coolant to be studied was Tap Magic Aqueous on PC, a plunge experiment was 

performed at 1 µm/rev in-feed rate and 4 m/s cutting speed. The diamond tool after cutting is 

shown in Figure 4-31 (a). Figure 4-31 (b) shows image of the tool after dry cutting under similar 

cutting conditions. Because Tap magic aqueous is conductive, it should help to remove 

triboelectric charge generated during the cutting process.   
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(a) Tap magic (rotated 450 for better view) 

 

(b) Dry 

Figure 4-31. Diamond tool wear after cutting PC for 2 km 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. PMMA 

For the experimental conditions studied, a smaller nose radius tools generated better 

surface finish when machining PMMA. Very low cross feeds did not generate theoretical surface 

finish because motion of the tool at the fine crossfeed was dominated by machine tool vibration 

[8]. No effect of static chips on surface finish was found. Slightly negative rake angle tools 

generated best RMS surface finish. No effects of cutting speed and depth of cut were found. 

PMMA wears diamond tools less than PC. From the experimental conditions and results, the best 

conditions to machine PMMA with the ASG 2500 are given in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1. Best conditions to machine PMMA. 

Tool Radius (mm) 0.1 

Feed rate (µm/rev) 2-3 

Depth of cut (µm) 5 

Rake angle (degrees) -5 

Cutting Speed (m/s) 1 - 5 

Type of machining Dry 

Best RMS surface finish achieved (nm) 3 
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5.2. PC 

For the experimental conditions used, chip management was found to be crucial for 

obtaining good surface finish when machining polycarbonate. PC build up on the tool due to 

statically charged chips will lead to poor surface finish. Larger depths of cut and feeds would help 

manage chips from the cutting zone, thus generating better surface finish. No effect of cutting 

speed was found. Lower chip thickness was found to be better to avoid tool damage. Tool wear on 

round nose diamond tools varied with chip thickness. The ionizer should not be used with PC 

because it increased the potential for triboelectric damage to the tool. However, ionizer could be 

used to assist the initial entrainment of the chip into the vacuum and can be turned off to get good 

surface finish while minimizing tool wear with PC. Kerosene, WD 40 and Tap magic aqueous 

were identified to generate optical range surface finish on PC and helps in minimizing electric 

effects on the tool. From the experimental conditions and results, the best conditions to machine 

PC with the ASG 2500 are given in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2. Best conditions to machine PC. 

Tool Radius (mm) 0.1 

Feed rate (µm/rev) 0.5 

Depth of cut (µm) < 5 

Rake angle (degrees) 5 

Cutting Speed (m/s) 1 - 5 

Type of machining Coolant - Tap magic aqueous 

Best RMS surface finish achieved (nm) 5-7 
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5.3. FUTURE WORK 

Chip entrainment and chip geometry were identified to be critical to achieve good surface 

finish on PC. Aerodynamic simulation of the setup may give other possible explorations of factors 

like drag coefficient, chip integration and dynamics of chip flapping. This would be useful to 

develop a model that could help in development of more sophisticated chip management setup. 

High frequency in cutting and thrust force data was found to indicate balling up of chips 

and build up on the tool which resulted in poor surface finish on PC. A highly sensitive load cell 

(noise threshold < 0.01 N) can be used to dynamically measure surface finish and predict when 

poor surface finish will be generated. 

Electrical conductivity and viscosity of the cutting fluid was found to effect surface finish 

generated on PC. Detailed chemical analysis on Tap magic aqueous and WD-40 would help to 

identify other factors that influence surface finish generated on PC. 

Tool wear tests at lower cross feeds with chip management system resulted in deposition 

of unknown thin layer on the rake face of the tool near the cutting edge. X-ray diffraction, EDX 

analysis in an SEM did not result in significant information as the layer was very thin. Elemental 

analysis on the thin layer would help in prediction of chemical reaction at the cutting edge. 
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Appendix A 

Deflection of workpiece under vacuum 

For the initial surface finish experiments, a non-flat 8-inch diameter and 0.5-inch thick 

plastic disks were faced to get a flat surface. Therefore, PC surface was faced before the start of 

the actual experiment with a diamond tool of 1.002 mm nose radius. PC was vacuumed to the 

chuck of the DTM; due to the vacuum pressure, the sample was found to deflect after every cycle 

of cut, indicating a form error when measured in the Talysurf. To quantify the deflection of PC 

and thickness of the sample required in order not to deflect under the vacuum pressure, a 3-point 

support deflection test was performed. Circular polycarbonate plate (12.5 mm thick and 203 mm 

diameter) is loaded at the center and sample is supported at three equidistant points on the edges 

of the plate forming a circle. Small blocks were used to load the sample. A Mahr federal indicator 

was used to measure the deflection at the center; this experimental setup is shown in Figure 7-1.  

The sample was loaded at the center using weight blocks and the deflection was 

measured. The observations were as shown in Table 7-1. 

Table A-1. Observed Loads and deflection. 

Load Applied (N) 

Deflection at the 

center (µm) 

0.98 1.5 

1.96 3 
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Figure A-1. Experimental setup for deflection test. 

Obtained experimental deflection was verified using the theoretical formulation of [33]; 

the solution for deflection at the center for a circular plate with three supports when a point load 

is applied at the center of sample was given by the following relation [33]: 

2

O

3

0.729P r
y

Eh
=  

Where Po is the load applied, r is the radius of the circular plate; E is the Young’s Modulus 

of the material, h is the thickness of the sample. Substituting r=101 mm, E=2900 MPa, h=12.09 

mm and load of 0.98 N and 1.96 N, the theoretical deflection obtained is shown in Table 7-2. 
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Table A-2. Theoretical deflection. 

Load (N)  

Deflection at the 

center (µm) 

0.98  1.46 

1.96  2.92 

 

The theoretical and experimental deflections were found to be approximately equal. The 

variation of deflection with thickness was found to follow inverse cubic relation. Therefore, to 

avoid the deflection of polycarbonate sample during machining a PC sample, an OD turning setup 

was used later in this research. 
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Appendix B 

Load cell calibration and drift 

KISTLER 9251A 3 axis load cell was connected to KISLER 5004 charge amplifier to 

amplify the voltage. The data was collected using National Instruments CompactRIO (CRIO). 

Data was acquired at 2.5 kHz. Calibration of the load cell was required. Known weights were used 

to measure the Newton per volt ratio of each axis.  

For the cutting force calibration, a known weight was hung from the diamond tool that was 

attached to the tool post. Based on the expected magnitude of force, the Newton/volt scale was set. 

Gain was set accordingly in the CRIO (gain of 1 was used in this research). The sensitivity knob 

was used to change the force until CRIO displays the correct force based on the known weight. 

Similar procedure was repeated for different weights. For the thrust force calibration, a known 

weight was hung in the X direction using a pulley string arrangement, and the rest of steps were 

the same as that of cutting force calibration force. Schematics of force calibration setups are shown 

in Figures 7-2 and 7-3. 

FT

FC

Known weight

Tool Post

Tool

 

Figure B-1. Schematic setup for cutting force calibration. 
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FT

FC

Tool Post

Tool

Known weight

Pulley

 

Figure B-2. Schematic setup for thrust force calibration. 

Drift is a common issue with piezoelectric load cells. According to KISTLER [39], Drift can be 

linear, exponential or in terms of polarity. During this research, the drift in the load cell was linear. 

Therefore, the force would increase linearly over time. The primary reason for drift was found to 

be dust accumulated on the connector pin that goes into the load cell from the charge amplifier. 

Following steps are performed when there is drift in the load cell:  

• Put the charge amplifier on reset mode for 5 minutes and then switch to operate mode 

• If the drift persists, clean the connector that goes from charge amplifier to the load cell with 

a toothpick dipped in ethyl alcohol  

• Clean the load cell and connector using ethyl alcohol bath 

If the drift is exponential or if one of the load cell axes is not generating output, then the electronics 

in the loadcell and charge amplifier should be repaired. 
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Appendix C 

Instructions to make EBID line in the FIB Quanta SEM 

• Make sure that tool is clean at 500X in the optical microscope 

• Apply Au – Pd coating for 1 minute with the sputter coater  

• Apply small amount of cutting oil to the back of the diamond using a q-tip 

• Vent the FIB – open the door slowly after the hissing sound stops 

• Place the sample on the mount such that screw on the 45o mount should be facing 

FIB computer or clearance face of the tool facing towards door. (Refer section 7.5 

for design of the 450 mount)  

• Tighten the set screw with the torque wrench (1 click) 

• Check if the sample is secure and part should not be able to turn – if part is 

turning – tighten using torque wrench 

• Check the sample height with the gauge 

• Close the door gently and pump the vacuum to < 5e-5 Torr – just hold the door 

until chamber pressure values are read on the computer 

• Center the stage (Ctrl+0) 

• Select the SEM 

• Check Beam > SEM optical mode > Standard 

• Check Beam > SEM aperture > 30 um (use the first one on the list) 

• Set the Beam energy to 5 KV and Beam current to 53 pA 

• Set the Beam shift to zero 

• Turn on the electron beam 

• Unpause the electron beam 
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• Link the stage 

• Focus on the tool (highest point on tool) and link the stage  

• Set the stage height to 10.5 mm 

Brightness and Contrast adjustment 

• Press F3 for videoscope 

• Adjust the contrast until you get a flat line 

• Use the brightness knob to bring it to the bottom line 

• Then adjust the contrast up until the peaks just it the top line 

• Check the compucentric rotation option (the square tool can be aligned parallel to 

crosshair by using ‘R’ knob on the front of the vacuum chamber) 

Stigmation and Focus 

• Adjust the stigmation at greater than 30,000X mag and focus on the sample 

• Focus on a clearly contrasting feature 

• Put the image slightly out of focus, adjust the X stigmation  

• At one extreme of the setting, opposite edges of the feature will become blurry 

and at the other extreme, edges at 900 will become blurry 

• Set the stigmation to minimize blurriness 

• Adjust the Y stigmation by repeating above stated procedure 

• Finally, adjust focus  

Spot Check for round nose tools on a non-critical part of the diamond 

• In the menu – scan > Spot 

• Click the beam blank button and pause button so both are off 

• Wait for 10 seconds 
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• Switch back to full screen mode  

• Check for the spot, if spot doesn’t show up – part is too clean 

Setup the EBID line pattern  

• In the menu – Scan > Line 

• Click the beam blank button and pause button so both are off 

• Wait 10 sec to 3 mins depending on how clean the part is (2 min. avg) 

• After the line pattern is created and to save image  

• Set the default scan preferences with following settings 

• Scan time 10 µs - image size to 1024X884 – action to save as 

• Image can now be saved using F2 (single snapshot) 

• Rotate the sample 45 degrees (setting Tilt as +45o) and focus on the line and save 

image – can use F5 to view E beam window full screen 

Closing procedure 

• Center the stage (Ctrl+0) 

• Zero the beam shift 

• Zero the tilt 

• Pause the beam (stop scanning) 

• Click sleep – Electron beam 

• Vent  

• Remove the sample using torque wrench 

• Pump down the vacuum chamber 
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Setting Eucentric Point for the sample 

• Focus on the sample (or any debris on the sample) at mag greater than 5000X and 

place the crosshair on the sample 

• Link the stage 

• Now rotate the sample to 15o (using Tilt) 

• If the crosshair moves from the debris, bring the crosshair to initial position using 

Z Knob on the front of the vacuum chamber 

• Link the stage and tilt the sample back to 0o again 

• Repeat this procedure by tilting the sample 25o and 45o respectively. 
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Appendix D 

EBID technique and analysis 

Thin Au-Pd layer was coated on the tool for 1 minute before placing it in the SEM. The 

tool was oriented before the coating process using fixture, so that the cutting edge and clearance 

face the Au-Pd source. Correct orientation of the tool is shown in Figure 7-4 (a) [3]. 

 

Figure D-1. (a) correct orientation (b) Incorrect orientation of the diamond tool [3]. 

The tool was then placed in the SEM chamber. Initially, the tool is oriented such that the 

EBID line was perpendicular to the cutting edge. The tool was then rotated at a 45o angle so that 

the tool profile can be captured. The measurement process is shown in Figure 7-5 [3]. 
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Figure D-2. The measurement process of diamond tool wear in the SEM [3]. 

 

After the images were captured, image was stretched by 1/cos(45o) to accommodate 45o 

tilt. Using a MATLAB program (digitize18), EBID line was traced with at least 8 points each on 

rake and clearance faces. Ensure that the geometry is adequately traced. The program determines 

the angle between the rake and clearance face based on the interpolation of points. Make sure that 

the angle is within 0.10 of the manufacturer’s specification, assuming that the clearance angle is 

more exact than the stage tilt. Then the tool profile and worn geometry can be compared using a 

MATLAB program (digitize18). The analysis steps are shown in Figure 7-6 [3].  
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Figure D-3. Analysis of EBID line (a) EBID line (b) stretch (c) trace (d) rotate [3]. 
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Appendix E 

SEM 450 mount design 
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Appendix F 

MATLAB program (digitize18.m) 

function digitize18(varargin) 
% 
% digitize18  Digitze points on an image using the mouse   
% 
% digitize18(filename) displays an image and allows the user to  
%   digitize points using the mouse.  This is similar to MATLAB's built-in 
%   GINPUT and similar to other digitizers available at the MATLAB Central 
%   File Exchange: 'digitize','digitize2.m', etc.  The main new features 
%   of this version is that points are draggable; this permits fine tuning 
%   of already digitized points using the zoom feature.   
%    
%   Other features adopted from previous versions include: 
%       - Import previously digitized points 
%       - Export digitized points to the workspace or file 
%       - Interactively change the marker color, size, and shape 
%       - Pin digitized points (i.e. toggle draggable mode) 
%       - Delete unwanted points by right-clicking on the point 
%       - Fully interactive GUI:  Errors are reported to dialog boxes 
%         rather than to the Workspace 
% 
%   digitize17 by itself opens the digitizer and prompts the user to load 
%   an image file.  The file must be recognized by IMREAD. 
% 
% USING THE GUI 
% (a) Digitizing points. 
%     Point-and-click (left or right button to create a new point). 
% (b) Drag a new point. 
%     Hold the button you used to create the point and drag it to a new 
%     location.  A point may be dragged anywhere within the axes boundaries. 
% (c) Drag an existing point. 
%     Left-click and hold to drag. 
% (d) Insert a new point. 
%     Right-click and select "Insert a new point after this one" to create a 
%     new point inbetween existing points in the sequence.  The new point is 
%     created on top of the current point with a different color.  Drag it 
%     anywhere you want within the axes boundaries. 
% (e) Disable/enable drag. 
%     Use the pin toggle button on the left of the figure's toolbar.  This 
%     will pin all existing points.  New points are still draggable. 
% (f) Fit a circle to the selected data points. 
%     Click the circle button to fit a least squares circle to the selected 
%     data points.  The circle and its center are plotted and the radius is 
%     displayed.  The context menu (right mouse click) for the center point 
%     can be used to delete the circle. 
% (g) Fit a spline to selected data points. 
% (h) Enclose selected data points in a polygon and calculate area. 
% (i) Drag text boxes (circle radius and polygon area) with the mouse. 
%     To delete drag out of the figure window. 
% (j) Other menu features and the zoom tool are self-explanatory.   
% 
%   Acknowledgements 
%   This was developed based on the functions "draggable" and "digitize2" 
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%   which are both available from the MATLAB Central File Exchange. 
% 
%   Author: 
%   Todd C Pataky (0todd0@gmail.com)  ['zero' todd 'zero'@gmail.com] 
%   18-April-2007 
% 
%   Modified by Ken Garrard 2008.12.22, 2013.04.02, 2013.05.07, 2015.01.22 
%   Added circle fitting and filled markers. 
%   Added spline fitting. 
%   Added pixel calibration tool. 
%   Added polygon area tool. 
%   Added point insertion. 
%   Added draggable text. 
%   Added polygon perimeter length. 
%   Added line length tool. 
%   Allow multiple instances of GUI. 
%    
%   Modified by Anthony Wong 2017-06-08 
%   Updated rotation of the tool profile so the rake face is vertical. 

  

  
%IMPLEMENTATION NOTES 
%   1. The handles of digitized points are stored as application data in 
%      the image's axes.  These handles are passed to callback functions 
%      allowing easy implementation of dragging using WindowButtonMotionFcn 
%      and WindowButtonUpFcn 
%   2. Each instance of the digitizer opens in a new figure window. 

  

  
%% PRELIMINARY DATA CHECKS --------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
% Default transparency mode for screenshot save 
transmode = true; 

  
% Ensure proper argument specification 
switch nargin 
   case 0 
      initializeFigure(transmode);     % Create figure and menus 
      initializeAxes([]);              % Draw axes and display empty image 
   case 1 
      if     strcmp(varargin{1},'-opaque'),      transmode = false; 

varargin{1} = []; 
      elseif strcmp(varargin{1},'-transparent'), transmode = true;  

varargin{1} = []; 
      else 
         try 
            imfinfo(varargin{1});      % Argument must be an image file 
         catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
            errordlg('Error opening file.','Error'); 
            return; 
         end 
       end 
       initializeFigure(transmode);    % Create figure and menus 
       initializeAxes(varargin{1})     % Draw axes and dispay image 
   otherwise 
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      error('Maximum of one input argument.'); 
end 

  
% Check workspace for existence of variable named 'XY': 
if evalin('base','exist(''XY'');')         == 1 || ... 
   evalin('base','exist(''splineXY'');')   == 1 || ... 
   evalin('base','exist(''profileXY'');')  == 1 || ... 
   evalin('base','exist(''profileROT'');') == 1 
   msgbox(['Exported variables exist in the Workspace.'                   ... 
           '                                          ',                  ... 
           'Selecting ''Export ...'' To Workspace will overwrite them.'], ... 
           'Warning!','warn'); 
end 

  

  
%% Initialization -----------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
function initializeFigure(transmode) 
figure('color','white'); 
set(gcf,'numberTitle','off','name',['digitize17   ' datestr(now)]); 
set(gcf,'menubar','none','closeRequestFcn',@closeFigure); 
set(gcf,'Position',[100 40 800 600]); 

  
% Create menu 
% Load functions 
mh = uimenu(gcf,'Label','Load','separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh,'Label','Image...', 'callback',@callback_loadImage); 
uimenu(mh,'Label','Points...','callback',@callback_loadPoints); 

  
% Export functions 
mh = uimenu(gcf,'Label','Export XY'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To Workspace',   'callback', @callback_exportXY2Base); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .mat 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportXY2File,'.mat'},'separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .txt 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportXY2File,'.txt'}); 

  
mh = uimenu(gcf,'Label','Export Spline'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To Workspace',   'callback', @callback_exportSpline2Base); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .mat 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportSpline2File,'.mat'},'separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .txt 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportSpline2File,'.txt'}); 

  
mh = uimenu(gcf,'Label','Export Profile'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To Workspace',   'callback', 

@callback_exportProfile2Base); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .mat 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportProfile2File,'.mat'},'separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh,'label','To .txt 

File...','callback',{@callback_exportProfile2File,'.txt'}); 

  

  
% Marker Style functions 
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mh  = uimenu(gcf,'Label','Marker Style'); 

  
mh1 = uimenu(mh,'Label','Color'); 
uimenu(mh1,'Label','Static Color...',      

'callback',@callback_changeStaticColor); 
uimenu(mh1,'Label','Dragging Color...',    

'callback',@callback_changeDragColor); 
uimenu(mh1,'Label','Insert Point 

Color...','callback',@callback_changeInsertColor); 
uimenu(mh1,'Label','Line Color...',        

'callback',@callback_changeLineColor); 
uimenu(mh1,'Label','Text Color...',        

'callback',@callback_changeTextColor); 

  
mh2 = uimenu(mh,'Label','Symbol'); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','+  Plus sign',       

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'+'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','o  Circle',          

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'o'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','*  Asterisk',        

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'*'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','.  Point',           

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'.'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','x  Cross',           

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'x'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','s  Square',          

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'s'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','d  Diamond',         

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'d'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','^  Triangle (up)',   

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'^'},'separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','v  Triangle (down)', 

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'v'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','>  Triangle 

(right)','callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'>'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','<  Triangle (left)', 

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'<'}); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','p  Pentagram',       

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'p'},'separator','on'); 
uimenu(mh2,'Label','h  Hexagram',        

'callback',{@callback_changeSymbol,'h'}); 
uimenu(mh, 'Label','Size...',            

'callback',@callback_changeMarkerSize); 

  
% Create toggle icons 
ht = uitoolbar; 

  
% Calibration tool 
[x,map] = imread('ToolPixelSize.bmp'); 
cdata   = ind2rgb(x,map); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
cabh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Set Pixel Size', ... 
                     'clickedCallback',@pixelcalibration); %#ok<NASGU> 
% Pin points 
[x,map] = imread([matlabroot,'\toolbox\matlab\icons\pin_icon.gif']); 
cdata   = ind2rgb(x,map); 
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cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
pinh = uitoggletool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Pin Points',   ... 
                       'onCallback', 'setappdata(gcf,''pinPoints'',1)', ... 
                       'offCallback','setappdata(gcf,''pinPoints'',0)'); 

  
% Group points 
[x,map] = imread('ToolGroupPoints.bmp'); 
cdata   = ind2rgb(x,map); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
grouph = uitoggletool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Group Points', ... 
                         'onCallback', 'setappdata(gcf,''groupPoints'',1)', 

... 
                         'offCallback','setappdata(gcf,''groupPoints'',0)'); 

  
% Rotation origin 
[x,map] = imread('crosshair.bmp'); 
cdata   = ind2rgb(x,map); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
rotoh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Mark Origin Point', ... 
                      'clickedCallback',@markoriginpoint); 

  
% Zoom tool, 'cdata' is stored in zoomplus.mat 
fname = [matlabroot,'\toolbox\matlab\icons\zoomplus.mat']; 
load(fname); 
zoomh = 

uitoggletool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Zoom','clickedCallback','zoom'

); 

  
% Circle fit tool 
[x,map] = imread([matlabroot,'\toolbox\matlab\icons\tool_ellipse.gif']); 
cdata   = ind2rgb(x,map); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
circh= uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Least Squares Circle', 

... 
                     'clickedCallback',@addCircle); 

  
% Spline fit tool 
[cdata,~] = imread('splinetool.png'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
splineh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Spline', ... 
                        'clickedCallback',@addSpline); 

  
% Polygon tool 
[cdata,~] = imread('polytool.bmp'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
polyh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Polygon', ... 
                      'clickedCallback',@addPolygon); 

  
% Connected line length tool 
[cdata,~] = imread('linetool.bmp'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
lineh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Line', ... 
                      'clickedCallback',@addConnectPts); 

  
% Worn area calculation tool 
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[cdata,~] = imread('ToolArea.png'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
wearh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Worn Area', ... 
                      'clickedCallback',@addArea); 

  
% Delta area tool 
[cdata,~] = imread('deltaarea.png'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
deltah = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Delta Area', ... 
                       'clickedCallback',@deltaArea); 

  
% Screenshot tool 
[cdata,~] = imread('screenshot.png'); 
cdata(cdata==1)=NaN; 
screenh = uipushtool(ht,'cdata',cdata,'TooltipString','Save Screenshot', ... 
                        'clickedCallback',@screenShot); 

  
% Rotation slider 
slideh = uicontrol('Style','slider','Min',-10,'Max',10,'Value',0,... 
                   'Position',[0 0 200 20],'SliderStep',[0.0005 

0.005],'Callback',@d17_rotatepoints); 

  
% Default marker style and pixel calibration 
markerSpecs = struct('statColor',  [1 0 0],'dragColor',[1 0 0], ... 
                     'insertColor',[0 1 0],'lineColor',[0 0 1], ... 
                     'textColor',  [1 0 

0],'size',6,'style','o','stylept1','s'); 
setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
setappdata(gcf,'pixelsize',  0.00066256); 
setappdata(gcf,'pinPoints',  0); 
setappdata(gcf,'groupPoints',0); 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',0); 
setappdata(gcf,'originPoint',[]); 
setappdata(gcf,'filename',[]); 
setappdata(gcf,'transmode',transmode); 
setappdata(gcf,'sliderH',slideh); 
setappdata(gcf,'zoomH',zoomh); 

  
% Disable tools until an image is loaded, except for calibrate 
toolH = [slideh screenh deltah wearh lineh polyh splineh circh zoomh rotoh 

grouph pinh]; 
setappdata(gcf,'toolH',toolH); 
set(toolH,'Enable','Off'); 

  

  
% Setup the axes 
function initializeAxes(fname) 

  
% Initialize application data 
setappdata(gca,'axlim',[]);            % required for dragging points 
setappdata(gca,'H',[]);                % clear point handles 
setappdata(gcf,'originPoint',[]); 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',0); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'sliderH'),'Value',0); 
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% Create message or display image 
if isempty(fname) 
   th = text(0.5,0.5,'Please load an image to begin.'); 
   

set(th,'fontsize',14,'horizontalalignment','center','verticalalignment',... 
          'middle','backgroundcolor',0.9*[1 1 1],'edgecolor','k'); 
   axis off; 
else 
   displayImage(fname); 
end 
sfprops(); 

  

  
function displayImage(X) 
fname = []; 
if ischar(X), [fname,X] = deal(X,imread(X)); end 

  
px = getappdata(gcf,'pixelsize'); 
c = (0:1:(size(X,2)-1))*px; 
r = (0:1:(size(X,1)-1))*px; 

  
ih = imagesc(c,r,X); 
set(ih,'buttonDownFcn',@d17_createPoint); 

  
if ~isempty(fname) && ischar(fname) 
   [~,fname,ext]= fileparts(fname); 
   set(gcf,'numberTitle','off','name', ... 
           ['digitize17   ' datestr(now) '    ' fname ext]); 
   setappdata(gcf,'filename',[fname ext]); 
end 
axis equal tight; 
hold on; 
axlim = [get(gca,'xlim') get(gca,'ylim')]; 

  
set(getappdata(gcf,'toolH'),'Enable','On'); 
setappdata(gca,'axlim',axlim); 
setappdata(gca,'X',X); 
sfprops(); 

  

  
%% Point digitizing ---------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
function d17_createPoint(varargin) 
xy = get(gca,'CurrentPoint');          % CurrentPoint yields two output rows 
xy = xy(1,1:2); 

  

H = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
if isempty(H), h = d17_plotPoints(xy,1); 
else           h = d17_plotPoints(xy,3); 
end 
setappdata(gca,'H',[getappdata(gca,'H'); h]); 

  
% Enable dragging until button is released 
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set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragPoint,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn',{@d17_

buttonUpPoint,h}); 

  
function H = d17_plotPoints(XY,mk) 
H = zeros(size(XY,1),1); 
for k=1:size(XY,1) 
   H(k) = plot(XY(k,1),XY(k,2),'.'); 

  
   % Create context menu for deleting points 
   cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
   uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Add point after this 

one','Callback',{@insertPoint,H(k)}); 
   uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete this point',       

'Callback',{@deletePoint,H(k)}); 
   uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete all points...',    

'Callback',@deleteAllPoints,'separator','on'); 
   set(H(k),'UIContextMenu', cmenu); 
end 

  
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
switch mk 
   case 1, set(H,'Color',          markerSpecs.statColor,   ... 
                 'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.statColor,   ... 
                 'MarkerSize',     markerSpecs.size,        ... 
                 'Marker',         markerSpecs.stylept1,    ... 
                 'ButtonDownFcn',  @d17_clickPoint); 
   case 2, set(H,'Color',          markerSpecs.insertColor, ... 
                 'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.insertColor, ... 
                 'MarkerSize',     markerSpecs.size,        ... 
                 'Marker',         markerSpecs.style,       ... 
                 'ButtonDownFcn',  @d17_clickPoint); 
   case 3, set(H,'Color',          markerSpecs.statColor,   ... 
                 'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.statColor,   ... 
                 'MarkerSize',     markerSpecs.size,        ... 
                 'Marker',         markerSpecs.style,       ... 
                 'ButtonDownFcn',  @d17_clickPoint); 
end 

  
function d17_clickPoint(h,varargin) 
if ~getappdata(gcf,'pinPoints') 
   markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
   

set(h,'Color',markerSpecs.dragColor,'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.dragColor); 
   

set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragPoint,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn',{@d17_

buttonUpPoint,h}); 
end 

  

  
%% Move points and text labels ----------------------------------------------

--- 

  
function d17_clickAreaText(h,varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragAreaText,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn',{@d

17_buttonUpAreaText,h});  
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function d17_dragAreaText(varargin) 
h     = varargin{3}; 
X     = get(gca,'currentpoint'); 
[x,y] = deal(X(1,1),X(1,2)); 
set(h,'Position',[x y 0]); 

  
function d17_buttonUpAreaText(varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',[],'WindowButtonUpFcn',[]); 

  
function d17_clickPerimeterText(h,varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragPerimeterText,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn

',{@d17_buttonUpPerimeterText,h}); 

  
function d17_dragPerimeterText(varargin) 
h     = varargin{3}; 
X     = get(gca,'currentpoint'); 
[x,y] = deal(X(1,1),X(1,2)); 
set(h,'Position',[x y 0]); 

  
function d17_buttonUpPerimeterText(varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',[],'WindowButtonUpFcn',[]); 

  
function d17_clickLengthText(h,varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragLengthText,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn',{

@d17_buttonUpLengthText,h}); 

  
function d17_dragLengthText(varargin) 
h     = varargin{3}; 
X     = get(gca,'currentpoint'); 
[x,y] = deal(X(1,1),X(1,2)); 
set(h,'Position',[x y 0]); 

  
function d17_buttonUpLengthText(varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',[],'WindowButtonUpFcn',[]); 

  
function d17_clickSplineText(h,varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',{@d17_dragSplineText,h},'WindowButtonUpFcn',{

@d17_buttonUpSplineText,h}); 

  
function d17_dragSplineText(varargin) 
h     = varargin{3}; 
X     = get(gca,'currentpoint'); 
[x,y] = deal(X(1,1),X(1,2)); 
set(h,'Position',[x y 0]); 

  
function d17_buttonUpSplineText(varargin) 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',[],'WindowButtonUpFcn',[]); 

  
function d17_dragPoint(varargin) 
h           = varargin{3}; 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
set(h,'Color',markerSpecs.dragColor,'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.dragColor); 

  
% Get mouse location 
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X     = get(gca,'currentpoint'); 
[x,y] = deal(X(1,1),X(1,2)); 

  
% Ensure that the dragged point lies within the axis bounds 
axlim = getappdata(gca,'axlim'); 
if     x<axlim(1), x=axlim(1); 
elseif x>axlim(2), x=axlim(2); 
end 
if     y<axlim(3), y=axlim(3); 
elseif y>axlim(4), y=axlim(4); 
end 

  
% Update marker positions 
if getappdata(gcf,'groupPoints') 
   dx = x - get(h,'XData'); 
   dy = y - get(h,'YData'); 
   H  = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
   for k = 1:length(H) 
      set(H(k),'XData',dx+get(H(k),'XData')); 
      set(H(k),'YData',dy+get(H(k),'YData')); 
   end 
else set(h,'xdata',x,'ydata',y); 
end 

  
function d17_buttonUpPoint(varargin) 
h = varargin{3}; 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
set(h,'Color',markerSpecs.statColor,'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.statColor); 
set(gcf,'WindowButtonMotionFcn',[],'WindowButtonUpFcn',[]); 

  
function d17_rotatepoints(varargin) 
sh = varargin{1}; 
sa = get(sh,'Value'); 
ra = getappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle'); 

  
origin = getappdata(gcf,'originPoint'); 
if ~isempty(origin) 
   x0 = get(origin,'XData'); 
   y0 = get(origin,'YData'); 
else 
   x0 = 0; y0 = 0; 
end 

  
[XY,H] = getXY; 
if isempty(XY) 
   set(sh,'Value',0); 
   return; 
end 

  
[u,v] = rot2d(XY(:,1),XY(:,2),(sa-ra)*pi/180,x0,y0); 
for k = 1:length(H) 
   set(H(k),'XData',u(k),'YData',v(k)); 
end 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',sa); 
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fprintf('\n\nRotate Points\n'); 
fprintf('   angle  = %.4g deg\n',sa); 
fprintf('   origin = %.4g,%.4g\n',x0,y0); 

  

  
%% Callbacks ----------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
function callback_loadImage(varargin) 

  
% Check if there are existing points 
XY = []; 
if ~isempty(getappdata(gca,'H')) 
   button = questdlg('Would you like to plot the current points on the new 

image?',... 
                     'Warning!!','Yes','No, clear points','Yes'); 
   if isequal(button,'Yes'), XY = getXY; end 
end 

  
% Get an image file 
[fname,pathName] = uigetfile('*.*'); 
if isequal(fname,0), return; end 

  
delete(gca); 
zoom('out'); 
zoom('off'); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'zoomH'),'State','Off'); 
initializeAxes([pathName,fname]); 

  
setappdata(gcf,'Path',pathName); 
if ~isempty(XY) 
   H = [d17_plotPoints(XY(1,:),1); d17_plotPoints(XY(2:end,:),3)]; 
   setappdata(gca,'H',H); 
end 

  

  
function callback_loadPoints(varargin) 

  
% Check if an image has been loaded 
if ~isempty(findobj(gca,'type','text')) 
   errordlg('Please load an image before loading points.','Error'); 
   return; 
end 

  
% Check if there are existing points 
if ~isempty(getappdata(gca,'H')) 
   button = questdlg(['Loading new points will clear current points.  ',... 
                      'OK to continue?'],'Warning!!','OK','Cancel','OK'); 
   if isequal(button,'Cancel'), return; end 
end 

  
% Get a points file 
cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
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[fname,pathName] = uigetfile({'*.mat','MAT files (*.mat)'; ... 
                              '*.txt','Text files (*.txt)'}); 
if isequal(fname,0), return; end 

  
% Check that the data are in the correct format 
UV = []; 
ext = fname(end-3:end); 
switch ext 
   case '.txt' 
      XY = load([pathName,fname]); 
      if ~isnumeric(XY) || ~ismatrix(XY) || size(XY,2) ~= 2 
         errordlg('Data must be an N-by-2 matrix.','Error'); 
         return 
      end 
   case '.mat' 
      q = load([pathName fname]); 
      if ~isstruct(q) || ~isfield(q,'XY') 
         errordlg('File does not contain XY data','Error'); 
         return 
      end 
      if ~isnumeric(q.XY) || ~ismatrix(q.XY) || size(q.XY,2) ~= 2 
         errordlg('Data must be an N-by-2 matrix','Error'); 
         return 
      end 
      XY = q.XY; 
      if isfield(q,'UV') && isnumeric(q.UV) && ismatrix(q.UV) && size(q.UV,2) 

== 2 
         UV = q.UV; 
      end 
   otherwise 
      errordlg('Please select a .txt or .mat file.','Error'); 
      return 
end 

  
% Get scale factor for points from user 
answ = inputdlg({'Re-scale imported points (* ?)'},'Units',1,{'1'}); 
if isempty(answ), return; end 
try 
   px = eval(answ{1}); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   return; 
end 
if isempty(px), return; end 
XY = XY .* px; 
UV = UV .* px; 

  
% Reset zoom 
zoom('out'); 
zoom('off'); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'zoomH'),'State','Off'); 

  
% Check that the data fall within the axes boundaries 
axlim = getappdata(gca,'axlim'); 
if min(XY(:,1)) < axlim(1) ||... 
        max(XY(:,1)) > axlim(2) ||... 
        min(XY(:,2)) < axlim(3) ||... 
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        max(XY(:,2)) > axlim(4) 
    errordlg('Loaded points must be inside axes boundaries.','Error'); 
    return 
end 

  
% Delete old data 
delete(getappdata(gca,'H')); 

  
% Plot new data 
H = [d17_plotPoints(XY(1,:),1); d17_plotPoints(XY(2:end,:),3)]; 
setappdata(gca,'H',H); 
setappdata(gca,'SAVEPTS',UV); 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',0); 

  

  
function callback_exportXY2Base(varargin) 
[XY] = getXY; 
if isempty(XY) 
    msgbox('No existing points.  Please digitize at least one point before 

exporting.',... 
        'Warning!','warn'); 
else 
    assignin('base','XY',XY); 
    msgbox('Data exported to Workspace.  Variable name: ''XY'''); 
end 

  

  
function callback_exportXY2File(varargin) 

  
% Check for existing points 
XY = getXY; 
if isempty(XY) 
   msgbox('No existing points.  Please digitize at least one point before 

exporting.',... 
          'Warning!','warn'); 
   return 
end 

  
% Get saved points also 
UV = getappdata(gca,'SAVEPTS'); 

  
% Get a file name for writing 
cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
ext = varargin{3}; 
cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
[fname,pathname] = uiputfile({['*',ext],[upper(ext(2:4)),' Files 

(',ext,')']}); 
if isequal(fname,0), return; end 

  
% Check the extension of the chosen file 
if ~isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) %#ok<*STREMP> 
   ext = fname(end-3:end); 
   if ~ismember(ext,{'.txt','.mat'}) 
      % the user has chosen a different file extension 
      errordlg('Please use the default extension.','Error'); 
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      return 
   end 
end 

  
% Write data 
switch ext 
   case '.mat' 
      if isempty(UV) 
         save([pathname fname],'XY'); 
         msgbox('Data exported.  Variable name: ''XY'''); 
      else 
         save([pathname fname],'XY','UV'); 
         msgbox('Data exported.  Variable names: ''XY'' and ''UV'''); 
      end 
   case '.txt' 
      if isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) 
         fname = [fname,'.dat']; 
      end 
      save([pathname,fname],'XY','-double','-ascii','-tabs'); 
      msgbox('Data exported.'); 
   otherwise 
      errordlg('Can only export .txt or .mat format','error'); 
end 

  

  
function callback_exportSpline2Base(varargin) 
splineXY = getsplineXY; 
if isempty(splineXY) 
    msgbox('No existing points.  Please execute the spline function before 

exporting.',... 
        'Warning!','warn'); 
else 
    assignin('base','splineXY',splineXY); 
    msgbox('Data exported to Workspace.  Variable name: ''splineXY'''); 
end 

  

  
function callback_exportSpline2File(varargin) 

  
% Check for existing points 
splineXY = getsplineXY; 
if isempty(splineXY) 
   msgbox('No existing points.  Please execute the spline function before 

exporting.',... 
          'Warning!','warn'); 
   return 
end 

  
% Get a file name for writing 
ext = varargin{3}; 
cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
[fname,pathname] = uiputfile({['*',ext],[upper(ext(2:4)),' Files 

(',ext,')']}); 
if isequal(fname,0), return; end 
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% Check the extension of the chosen file 
if ~isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) 
   ext = fname(end-3:end); 
   if ~ismember(ext,{'.txt','.mat'}) 
      % the user has chosen a different file extension 
      errordlg('Please use the default extension.','Error'); 
      return 
   end 
end 

  
% Write data 
switch ext 
   case '.mat' 
      save([pathname,fname],'splineXY'); 
      msgbox('Data exported.  Variable name: ''splineXY'''); 
   case '.txt' 
      if isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) 
         fname = [fname,'.dat']; 
      end 
      save([pathname,fname],'splineXY','-double','-ascii','-tabs'); 
      msgbox('Data exported.'); 
   otherwise         
      errordlg('Can only export .txt or .mat format','error'); 
end 

  

  
function callback_exportProfile2Base(varargin) 
profileXY  = getappdata(gca,'PROFILE_XY'); 
profileROT = getappdata(gca,'PROFILE_ROT'); 
xyROT      = getappdata(gca,'XY_ROT'); 

  
if isempty(profileXY) || isempty(profileROT) || isempty(xyROT) 
   msgbox('No profile lines.  Please execute worn area function before 

exporting.',... 
          'Warning!','warn'); 
   return; 
else 
   assignin('base','profileXY', profileXY); 
   assignin('base','profileROT',profileROT); 
   assignin('base','xyROT',     xyROT); 
   msgbox('Data exported to Workspace.  Variable names: ''profileXY'' 

''profileROT'' and ''xyROT'''); 
end 

  

  
function callback_exportProfile2File(varargin) 
profileXY  = getappdata(gca,'PROFILE_XY'); 
profileROT = getappdata(gca,'PROFILE_ROT'); 
xyROT      = getappdata(gca,'XY_ROT'); 

  
if isempty(profileXY) || isempty(profileROT) || isempty(xyROT) 
   msgbox('No profile lines.  Please execute worn area function before 

exporting.',... 
          'Warning!','warn'); 
   return; 
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end 

  
% Get a file name for writing 
ext = varargin{3}; 
cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
[fname,pathname] = uiputfile({['*',ext],[upper(ext(2:4)),' Files 

(',ext,')']}); 
if isequal(fname,0), return; end 

  
% Check the extension of the chosen file 
if ~isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) 
   ext = fname(end-3:end); 
   if ~ismember(ext,{'.txt','.mat'}) 
      % the user has chosen a different file extension 
      errordlg('Please use the default extension.','Error'); 
      return 
   end 
end 

  
% Pad vector to be the same length 
if length(xyROT) < length(profileROT) 
   xyROT(size(xyROT,1)+1:size(profileROT,1),:) = NaN; 
elseif length(profileROT) < length(xyROT) 
   profileXY (size(profileXY,1) +1:size(xyROT,1),:) = NaN; 
   profileROT(size(profileROT,1)+1:size(xyROT,1),:) = NaN; 
end 

  
% Write the data 
profile = [profileXY profileROT xyROT]; %#ok<NASGU> 
switch ext 
   case '.mat' 
      save([pathname,fname],'profile'); 
      msgbox('Data exported.  Variable name: ''profile'''); 
   case '.txt' 
      if isempty(strfind(fname,'.')) 
         fname = [fname,'.dat']; 
      end 
      save([pathname,fname],'profile', '-double','-ascii','-tabs'); 
      msgbox('Data exported.'); 
   otherwise         
      errordlg('Can only export .txt or .mat format','error'); 
end 

  

  
% Change marker color 
function callback_changeStaticColor(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
c = uisetcolor(markerSpecs.statColor,'Choose Marker Color'); 
if ~isequal(c,0) 
   markerSpecs.statColor = c; 
   H = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
   set(H,'Color',c,'MarkerFaceColor',c); 
   setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
end 
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% Change drag color 
function callback_changeDragColor(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
c = uisetcolor(markerSpecs.dragColor,'Choose Marker Color'); 
if ~isequal(c,0) 
   markerSpecs.dragColor = c; 
   setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
end 

  
% Change insert point color 
function callback_changeInsertColor(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
c = uisetcolor(markerSpecs.insertColor,'Choose Marker Color'); 
if ~isequal(c,0) 
   markerSpecs.insertColor = c; 
   setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
end 

  
% Change line color 
function callback_changeLineColor(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
c = uisetcolor(markerSpecs.lineColor,'Choose Marker Color'); 
if ~isequal(c,0) 
   markerSpecs.lineColor = c; 
   setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
end 

  
% Change text color 
function callback_changeTextColor(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
c = uisetcolor(markerSpecs.textColor,'Choose Marker Color'); 
if ~isequal(c,0) 
   markerSpecs.textColor = c; 
   setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
end 

  
% Change marker size 
function callback_changeMarkerSize(varargin) 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
a = inputdlg({'Enter marker size:'},'',1,{num2str(markerSpecs.size)}); 
if ~isempty(a) 
   a = str2double(a{1}); 
   try 
      H = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
      set(H,'markersize',a); 
      markerSpecs.size = a; 
      setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 
   catch ME 
      errordlg(ME.message,'Marker Size Error'); 
      return 
   end 
end 

  
% Change marker style 
function callback_changeSymbol(varargin) 
symbol = varargin{3}; 
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H = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
set(H,'marker',symbol); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
markerSpecs.style = symbol; 
setappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs',markerSpecs); 

  

  
%% Modifiy the points -------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  

  
function insertPoint(varargin) 
% Find point vector split index 
lp = varargin{3}; 
H  = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
ix = find(H==lp); 

  
% Plot the new point 
xy = get(gca,'CurrentPoint'); 
xy = xy(1,1:2); 
h  = d17_plotPoints(xy,2); 

  
% Insert it and save new vector 
H  = [H(1:ix); h; H(ix+1:end)]; 
setappdata(gca,'H',H); 

  

  
function deletePoint(varargin) 
h = varargin{3}; 
H = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
H(H==h)=[]; 
setappdata(gca,'H',H) 
delete(h); 

  

  
function deleteAllPoints(varargin) 
button = questdlg('OK to delete all points?','Warning!!','OK','Cancel','OK'); 
if isequal(button,'Cancel'), return; end 
delete(getappdata(gca,'H')) 
setappdata(gca,'H',[]) 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',0); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'sliderH'),'Value',0); 

  

  

  
% Tools ---------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

  
function addPolygon(varargin) 
if ishandle(getappdata(gca,'POLYG')), deletePolygon(); return; end 

  
% Get the data points, must have at least three 
XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)<3 
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   errordlg('Must have at least 3 points to define a polygon.','Error'); 
   return 
end 

  
% Save points for delta area calculation 
setappdata(gca,'SAVEPTS',XY); 

  
% Display polygon area 
area      = polyarea(XY(:,1),XY(:,2)); 
perimeter = arclen([XY; XY(1,:)]); 
fprintf('\n\nPolygon\n'); 
fprintf('   area      = %.4g\n',area); 
fprintf('   perimeter = %.4g\n',perimeter); 

  
% Plot the polygon and add area to plot 
deletePolygon(); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
POLYG = plot(gca,XY(:,1),XY(:,2),'-',[XY(end,1); XY(1,1)],[XY(end,2); 

XY(1,2)],'--', ... 
                 'Color',markerSpecs.lineColor,'linewidth',2); 

  
POLYG_area = text(XY(1,1),XY(1,2),sprintf('area = %.4g',area)); 
set(POLYG_area,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.textColo

r); 
set(POLYG_area,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickAreaText); 

  
POLYG_perimeter = text(XY(1,1),XY(1,2),sprintf('perimeter = 

%.4g',perimeter)); 
set(POLYG_perimeter,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.tex

tColor); 
set(POLYG_perimeter,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickPerimeterText); 

  
setappdata(gca,'POLYG',          POLYG); 
setappdata(gca,'POLYG_area',     POLYG_area); 
setappdata(gca,'POLYG_perimeter',POLYG_perimeter); 

  
cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete Polygon','Callback',@deletePolygon); 
set(POLYG,'UIContextMenu',cmenu); 

  

  
function deletePolygon(varargin) 
try 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'POLYG')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'POLYG_area')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'POLYG_perimeter')); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end 

  

  
function addConnectPts(varargin) 
if ishandle(getappdata(gca,'CONNPTS')), deleteConnectPts(); return; end 

  
% Get the data points, must have at least two 
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XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)<2 
   errordlg('Must have at least 2 points to define a line.','Error'); 
   return 
end 

  
len = arclen(XY); 
fprintf('\n\nLine\n'); 
fprintf('   length = %.4g\n',len); 

  
deleteConnectPts(); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
CONNPTS = plot(gca,XY(:,1),XY(:,2), ... 
                   'Color',markerSpecs.lineColor,'linewidth',2); 
CONNPTS_length = text(XY(1,1),XY(1,2),sprintf('length = %.4g',len)); 
set(CONNPTS_length,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.text

Color); 
set(CONNPTS_length,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickLengthText); 

  
setappdata(gca,'CONNPTS',       CONNPTS); 
setappdata(gca,'CONNPTS_length',CONNPTS_length); 

  
cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete Line','Callback',@deleteConnectPts); 
set(CONNPTS,'UIContextMenu',cmenu); 

  

  
function deleteConnectPts(varargin) 
try 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'CONNPTS')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'CONNPTS_length')); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end 

  

  
function addSpline(varargin) 
if ishandle(getappdata(gca,'SPLINE')), deleteSpline(); return; end 

  
% Get the data points, must have at least three 
XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)<3 
   errordlg('Must have at least 3 points to fit a spline.','Error'); 
   return 
end 

  
% Fit a spline to the data points 
xy = sortrows(XY); 
try 
   pp  = spline(xy(:,1),xy(:,2)); 
catch ME 
   errordlg(['Cannot create a spline from these points. ' 

ME.message],'modal'); 
   return 
end 
x   = linspace(xy(1,1),xy(end,1),size(xy,1)*20); 
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y   = ppval(pp,x); 
len = arclen([x' y']); 

  
% Plot spline 
deleteSpline(); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
SPLINE = plot(gca,x,y,'Color',markerSpecs.lineColor,'linewidth',2); 
SPLINE_length = text(XY(1,1),XY(1,2),sprintf('spline = %.4g',len)); 
set(SPLINE_length,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.textC

olor); 
set(SPLINE_length,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickSplineText); 

  
setappdata(gca,'SPLINE',       SPLINE); 
setappdata(gca,'SPLINE_length',SPLINE_length); 

  
cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete Spline','Callback',@deleteSpline); 
set(SPLINE,'UIContextMenu', cmenu); 

  

  
function deleteSpline(varargin) 
try 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'SPLINE')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'SPLINE_length')); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end 

  

  
function addCircle(varargin) 
if ishandle(getappdata(gca,'LSQ_circle')), deleteCircle(); return; end 

  
% Get the data points, must have at least three 
XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)<3 
   errordlg('Must have at least 3 point to fit a circle.','Error'); 
   return 
end 

  
% Least squares circle 
[center,radius] = circlefit(XY); 
t = linspace(0,2*pi,400); 
x = radius*sin(t)+center(1); 
y = radius*cos(t)+center(2); 

  
% Display circle parameters 
fprintf('\n\nLeast squares circle\n'); 
fprintf('   radius = %.4g\n',radius); 
fprintf('   center = %.4g,%.4g\n',center); 

  
% Plot circle and center 
deleteCircle(); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 
LSQ_circle = plot(gca,x,y,'Color',markerSpecs.lineColor,'linewidth',2); 
LSQ_center = plot(gca,center(1),center(2),'p','Color',markerSpecs.lineColor, 

... 
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                      'MarkerSize',markerSpecs.size, ... 
                      'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.lineColor); 
LSQ_radius = text(center(1),center(2),sprintf('radius = %.4g',radius)); 
set(LSQ_radius,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickAreaText); 
set(LSQ_radius,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.textColo

r); 
setappdata(gca,'LSQ_circle',LSQ_circle); 
setappdata(gca,'LSQ_center',LSQ_center); 
setappdata(gca,'LSQ_radius',LSQ_radius); 

  
cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete Least Squares Circle','Callback',@deleteCircle); 
set(LSQ_center,'UIContextMenu',cmenu); 

  

  
function deleteCircle(varargin) 
try 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'LSQ_circle')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'LSQ_center')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'LSQ_radius')); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end 

  

  
function pixelcalibration(varargin) 
px = getappdata(gcf,'pixelsize'); 
XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)==2 
   d = hypot(XY(1,1)-XY(2,1),XY(1,2)-XY(2,2)) / px; 
   calibstr = ['? / ',num2str(d)]; 
else 
   calibstr = num2str(px); 
end 
answ = inputdlg({'Enter calibration value 

(units/pixel)'},'Units',1,{calibstr}); 
if isempty(answ), return; end 
try 
   px = eval(answ{1}); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   return 
end 
if isempty(px), return; end 
setappdata(gcf,'pixelsize',px); 
try 
   X = getappdata(gca,'X'); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   return 
end 
delete(gca); 
zoom('out'); 
zoom('off'); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'zoomH'),'State','Off'); 
initializeAxes(X); 
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function markoriginpoint(varargin) 
[x,y] = ginput(1); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 

  
try 
   H = getappdata(gcf,'originPoint'); 
   delete(H); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end 

  
H = plot(x,y,'+'); 
set(H,'Color',markerSpecs.statColor,'MarkerFaceColor',markerSpecs.statColor,.

.. 
      'MarkerSize',markerSpecs.size); 
setappdata(gcf,'originPoint',H); 
setappdata(gcf,'rotateAngle',0); 
set(getappdata(gcf,'sliderH'),'Value',0); 

  

  
function addArea(varargin) 
if ishandle(getappdata(gca,'AREA_worn')), deleteArea(); return; end 

  
px = 1;        % points are already scaled 
XY = getXY; 

  
if size(XY,1)<8 
   errordlg('Must have at least 8 points for worn area 

calculation.','Error'); 
   return 
end 

  

% sort XY points from left to right 
[row,~] = size(XY); 
XYs     = sortrows(XY); 

  
lin1 = polyfit(XYs(1:8,1),XYs(1:8,2),1);                 % interpolate from 

first 8 left points 
lin2 = polyfit(XYs((row-8):row,1),XYs((row-8):row,2),1); % interpolate from 

last 8 right points 
m1   = lin1(1); b1=lin1(2);                              % slop and intercept 
m2   = lin2(1); b2=lin2(2);  

  
dist1 = zeros(row,1);                                    % distance to left 

line 
dist2 = zeros(row,1);                                    % distance to right 

line 

  

wearsurfXY = []; 
for i = 1:row 
    dist1(i) = abs(XY(i,2)-m1*XY(i,1)-b1)/sqrt(m1^2+1);  % distance from 

point to left line 
    dist2(i) = abs(XY(i,2)-m2*XY(i,1)-b2)/sqrt(m2^2+1);  % distance from 

point to right line 

     
    % twice the average distance from 8 interpolating points to the 
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    % interpolated lines 
    avg8 = mean(dist1(1:8))+ mean(dist2(end-7:end));  

     
    % collect wear surface points 
    if (dist1(i) >= 2*avg8) && (dist2(i) >= 2*avg8) && (i > 8) && (i < row-7) 
        wearsurfXY = [wearsurfXY; XY(i,:)]; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
end 

  
if isempty(wearsurfXY) 
   errordlg('Cannot create wear surface from this point 

selection','digitize17','modal'); 
   return 
end 

  
% calculate the total length of the wear surface 
WearL = px*sum(sqrt(diff(wearsurfXY(:,1)).^2 + diff(wearsurfXY(:,2)).^2)); 

  
isect = [((b2-b1)/(m1-m2)) (m1*((b2-b1)/(m1-m2))+b1)];   % intersection of 

lines 
ang   = (pi+atan(m1)-atan(m2))*180/pi;                   % tool edge angle 

  
pgon      = [XYs; isect];                                % create polygon 

from points and vertex 
Area      = (px)^2*polyarea(pgon(:,1),pgon(:,2));        % calculate the area  
CharWearD = Area/WearL; 

  
% Plot and output calculations 
t1 = linspace(XYs(1,1),isect(1),50);                     % left line 
t2 = linspace(isect(1),XYs(row,1),50);                   % right line 
l1 = m1*t1+b1; 
l2 = m2*t2+b2; 
AREA_line = plot(XYs(:,1),XYs(:,2)); 
AREA_surf = plot(t1,l1,'r',t2,l2,'r',wearsurfXY(:,1),wearsurfXY(:,2),'r*'); 

  
t3  = linspace(isect(2),max(XYs(:,2)),100); 
t12 = [t1 t2]; 

  
[T12,T3]  = meshgrid(t12,t3); 
IN        = inpolygon(T12,T3,pgon(:,1),pgon(:,2)); 
AREA_worn = plot(T12(IN),T3(IN),'g.');                   % shade unworn area 

green 

  
profile = [[t1 NaN t2]' [l1 NaN l2]']; 
pfit    = polyfit(t2,l2,1); 
slope   = atan(pfit(1))-pi/2; 
[u,v]   = rot2d(profile(:,1),profile(:,2),-slope); 
ix      = find(isnan(u),1,'first') - 1; 

  
profilerot = [-(u - u(ix)) (v - v(ix))]; 

  
[a,b] = rot2d(XY(:,1),XY(:,2),-slope); 
xyrot = [-(a - u(ix)) (b - v(ix))]; 
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setappdata(gca,'AREA_line',  AREA_line); 
setappdata(gca,'AREA_surf',  AREA_surf); 
setappdata(gca,'AREA_worn',  AREA_worn); 
setappdata(gca,'PROFILE_XY', profile); 
setappdata(gca,'PROFILE_ROT',profilerot); 
setappdata(gca,'XY_ROT',     xyrot); 

  
fprintf('\nWear Attributes\n'); 
fprintf('  Tool Edge angle = %.2f degrees\n',ang); 
fprintf('  Worn Area = %.6f um^2\n',Area); 
fprintf('  Worn Length = %.6f um\n',WearL); 
fprintf('  Characteristic Wear Depth = %.6f um\n',CharWearD); 
fprintf('  Profile Rotation Angle    = %.2f deg\n',-slope*180/pi); 
fprintf('  Profile Translation       = %.6f %.6f\n',u(ix),v(ix)); 

  

  
function screenShot(varargin) 
fname = getappdata(gcf,'filename'); 
if isempty(fname), return; end 
transmode = getappdata(gcf,'transmode'); 

  
% Multiple screenshots of this file ? 
[~,fname,~] = fileparts(fname); 
svfiles = dir([fname '_d17_*.png']); 
% No, start sequence with *_d17_01.png 
if isempty(svfiles), newfilename = [fname '_d17_01.png']; 

  
% Get prior saved file names, find next sequence number 
else 
   svfiles  = {svfiles.name}; 
   p        = sortfn(svfiles); 
   lastfile = svfiles{p(end)}; 
   istart   = strfind(lastfile,'d17_')+4; 
   iend     = strfind(lastfile(istart:end),'.')+istart-2; 
   % Build file name, prompt user for a name if there are errors 
   try 
      k = str2num(lastfile(istart:iend)); %#ok<ST2NM> 
      newfilename = [fname '_d17_' num2str(k+1,'%02d') '.png']; 
   catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
      cd(getappdata(gcf,'Path')); 
      [fn,pn] = uiputfile({'*.png','*.PNG';'*.*','All files(*.*)'},'Please 

select a file'); 
      newfilename = [pn fn]; 
      if (pn == 0) || (fn == 0), return; end 
   end 
end 

  
% Save flag in figure handle to work around export_fig bug 
fh = gcf; 
setappdata(fh,'EXPORTFLAG',true);  
ah = gca; 

  
% Export the axes, not the entire figure 
mh = msgbox('Exporting figure to .png file. Please wait ...'); 
if ~transmode, export_fig(ah,newfilename,'-png'); 
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else           export_fig(ah,newfilename,'-png','-transparent'); 
end 
% Delete message box if it still exists 
if ishandle(mh), delete(mh); end 

  
% Reset export_fig bug flag 
setappdata(fh,'EXPORTFLAG',false); 

  

  

  
function deltaArea(varargin) 
XY = getXY; 
if size(XY,1)<3 
   errordlg('Must have at least 3 points to calculate polygon area 

difference.','Error'); 
   return 
end 
UV = getappdata(gca,'SAVEPTS'); 

  
% Display polygon area difference 
deltaarea = polyarea(UV(:,1),UV(:,2)) - polyarea(XY(:,1),XY(:,2)); 
fprintf('\n\nDelta Polygon Area\n'); 
fprintf('   delta area = %.4g\n',deltaarea); 

  
deletePolygon(); 
markerSpecs = getappdata(gcf,'markerSpecs'); 

  
POLYG = [plot(gca,XY(:,1),XY(:,2),'-','Color',markerSpecs.statColor); ... 
         plot(gca,UV(:,1),UV(:,2),'-o', ... 
                 

'Color',markerSpecs.lineColor,'MarkerfaceColor',markerSpecs.lineColor)]; 

  
POLYG_area = text(XY(1,1),XY(1,2),sprintf('Area removed = %.4g 

mm^2',deltaarea)); 

  
set(POLYG_area,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Color',markerSpecs.textColo

r); 
set(POLYG_area,'ButtonDownFcn',@d17_clickAreaText); 
setappdata(gca,'POLYG',     POLYG); 
setappdata(gca,'POLYG_area',POLYG_area); 

  
cmenu = uicontextmenu; 
uimenu(cmenu,'Label','Delete Polygon','Callback',@deletePolygon); 
set(POLYG,'UIContextMenu',cmenu); 

  

  
function deleteArea(varargin) 
try 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'AREA_line')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'AREA_surf')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'AREA_worn')); 
   delete(getappdata(gca,'PROFILE_XY')); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
end  
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function closeFigure(varargin) 
% Nothing to do if exporting a screenshot 
if getappdata(gcf,'EXPORTFLAG'), return; end 

  
try 
   X = getappdata(gca,'X'); 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   X = []; 
end 
if isempty(X), delete(gcf); return; end 

  
button = questdlg('Export data to Workspace before closing?',... 
                  '','Export and Close','Close','Cancel','Export and Close'); 
switch button 
   case 'Export and Close' 
      XY = getXY; 
      if ~isempty(XY) 
         assignin('base','XY',XY); 
         fprintf('\n\nData imported from digitize17:\n'); 
         fprintf('   Name: ''XY''\n'); 
         fprintf('   Size: [%.0f %.0f]\n\n',size(XY)); 
      end 
      UV = getappdata(gca,'UV'); 
      if ~isempty(UV) 
         assignin('base','UV',UV); 
         fprintf('\n\nData imported from digitize17:\n'); 
         fprintf('   Name: ''UV''\n'); 
         fprintf('   Size: [%.0f %.0f]\n\n',size(UV)); 
      end 
      splineXY = getsplineXY; 
      if ~isempty(splineXY) 
         assignin('base','splineXY',splineXY); 
         fprintf('\n\nData imported from digitize17:\n'); 
         fprintf('   Name: ''splineXY''\n'); 
         fprintf('   Size: [%.0f %.0f]\n\n',size(splineXY)); 
      end 
      delete(gcf); 
   case 'Close' 
      delete(gcf); 
   case 'Cancel' 
      return 
end 

  

  
%% Utility functions --------------------------------------------------------

--- 

  
function [XY,H] = getXY 
try 
   H  = getappdata(gca,'H'); 
   XY = [get(H,'xdata') get(H,'ydata')]; 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   XY = []; 
   return 
end 
if length(H)>1, XY = cell2mat(XY); end function splineXY = getsplineXY 
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try 
   SPLINE = getappdata(gca,'SPLINE'); 
   splineXY = [get(SPLINE,'xdata')' get(SPLINE,'ydata')']; 
catch ME %#ok<NASGU> 
   splineXY = []; 
   return 
end 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


